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I ABSTAINER 

The evaluations in this document repre~ent the efforts of 
.gev~al working groups and critique panels of USAF officers who 

-were knowledgeable in the subjects addressed. Tney were based 
on reports, letters, messages, etc.) written during the cour~e 
of the war without benefit of a long .term per6p~ctive. 

The CaRONA HARVEST reports were prepared to acquaint present 
and future Air Force leaders with air power lessons learned during 
the Southeast Asia conflict. The CCRONA HARVEST project loo·a.s not 
undertaken to produce a historical report, but rather was designed 
to point out problems experienced, identify areas which deserved 
further study, and recommend future courses of action . Little 
effort was made to balance this material by pointing out the 
achievements of airpmJer during the conflict. 

' ·'l"be docwnent i s the property of the U. S. Government ard is 
not to be released in whole or in .part without the specific 
permissi on of HQ USAF (AF/1WDD) . • 
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ABSTRACT 

(U) Th j sis the fi rs t COROllA HARVEST s.tudy to 

withdrawals from Southeast Asia. Although the COR 

is concerned with the . January 197D- June 1971 peria 

~i:; .... ~ js~ ~ ~ I 
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,~roper reatment 

of the subject requires that the discussion begin with the first incre-

mental withdrawal of U.S. forces in August 1969 . The report documents 

I 
I problems encountered by the Air Force in mai ntaining an effective force 

during the redeployments, enumerates lessons l earned . and offers 

recommendations . 

(U) This PACAF study was revised to incorporate the Air Staff , ~ 
. 

editor 's comments which enhanced cl arity. consistency. syntax , and 

grammar. The result i s a greatly improved, more readable volume.) 
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OVERVIEW 

1 
(u) Future historians. in researching the contributions of airpower 

1 	 during the Vietnam war, will find an abundance of ,statistical data relating 

to U.S. Air Force operations 1n Southeast Asia: Numbers of .bombs dropped. 

1 

i 
numbers of sorties flown. damages, both sustained and inflicted by U.S. 

· a1rcraft . What 1s 11kely to be lost (if precautions are not taken) is 

an insight into the problems of USAF management that were experienced 

I .during the complexities of the buildup of U.S. forces in Southeas-t Asia 

and the subsequent withdrawing of those forces • 

. 1 (U) The President's announcement in June 1969 of the unilateral 

withdrawal of U.S. forces signaled the start o~ a reduction in AmericanI ) involvement in Southeast Asia. That involvement began, for the Air 

Force. in the fall of 1961 when the first USAF combat unit deployed 

to Tan Son Nhut Air Base in Saigon. 

I 
J (U) Executive decisions in 1964 and 1965 resulted in an escalation 

of the war that required over 500,000 Air Force personnel to see service 

in Southeast Asia by the summer of 1971. However, during this same 

I summer the program of withdrawal of troops from South Vietnam was well 

underway. and it appeared that the process was to be irreversible . 
. __._--	 - .--- -.--.--- ------ 

(U) Ostensibly tied to the redeployment schedule for U.S. forces. 

was the success of Vietnamization--the replacing of American " fighting 

1 
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men by the improved and modernized Republic of Vietnam's Armed Forces . 

B¥ the very nature of the technical expertise required in operating an 

j air force, a most difficult portion of the responsibility for transferring 

the fighting to the Vietnamese fell on the USAF . ' For the same reason, 

it could be expected that the USAF would be required to conduct large 

scale operations in Southeast Asia for an indefinite period after other 

U.S. services had sharply reduced their activity in Southeast Asia . 

(U) Complicating matters for the U.S. military were severe bud


get constraints, the first of which followed closely behind the 


President's initial withdrawal announcement . It was due . almost 

solely, to these budgetary constraints that the American forces in 

Thailand {which drew far l ess world attention than those forces in 

South Vietnam} were reduced. Political intervention created addi-

tiona l problems for USAF force planners in Thailand where, on occa-

sian, USAF planning was delayed or negated by decisions at the State 

Departmen.t 1eve l. 

(U) Looking back from mid-197l, the President ' s program was work 

ing. The Vietnamese Air Force was providing almost all of the air 
. .' ---- -_. 


support for the Army of the Republic of Vietnam in South Vietnam and 


Cambodia while the USAF was engaged primarily in out-country inter

diction operations . The enemy had not launched a major offensive in 

South Vietnam during the two years of U.S . redeployments and American 

casualties were at their lowest point in years . 

2 
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(U) It appeared, then, that the President was making good his 

I 	 announced goal of providing the Saigon government a reasonable chance 

for survival . Just when the point would be reached that U.S. militaryI support would no longer be needed might be . dictated as much by 

economic and political factors as by the milit~ry situation.[] 
(U) Regardless, the USAF could expect a continuing array of 

I problems in maintaining a viable combat force as the redeployments 

proceeded toward complete withdrawal of American ~ighting forces

I from Southeast Asia. 

, ~1 

.. -._-
) 

1 

.1 

I  
I  
1 

. I 
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I. BACKGROUliD 

I A. (U) THE PIVOTAL YEAR 

(U) The year 1964, quiescent and low keyed with respect to U.S. 

presence in South Vietnam (SVN L presents an appropri a te beg; nnf"9  

I for a discussion of events leading to the withdrawal of U.S. forces  

from Southeast Asia (SEA). At that time the U.S. stil l had a wideI 
I 

range of options avai l able for determining its course of action i n 

Indochi na . The American publ ic was. if anything, in favor of taking 

I 

steps necessary to keep South Vietnam from Communist domination . The 

R antiwar factions in the U. S. and throughout the world were not as ' vocal 

as they would later become as the conflict stretched into the l ongest 

war in U.S . history.) .. _ _ .. _--
I  1. (U) The U.S . Deci si on ·to Escalate the War in SEA 


(U) Conditions continued to dete~iora~e in SVN following the 

J assassi nation of President ligo D1nh Diem in November 1963 . Wash i ngton. 

while deploring t~e murder of Diem. had held hopes that Major Gener.alI Duong Van f41n h's new military regi me would l end greater stability to 

the government of the Republ i c of Vi etnam (RVN). Those hopes were soon ~ 
dashed when Mi nh 's junta was. in turn. deposed on 30 January 1964 in a 

blood less coup led .by Major General Nguyen Khanh. Amid this tunnoil, 

America's foreign policy for SEA was put to a stern test . The solution 

seemed to l ie in the choice between three poss i bl e courses of action : 

to increase American involvement in the affai rs of the RVII ; to let things 

) 

4 
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. I, UNCLASSIFIED  
• I rema1n as they were; or to withdraw our troops through son~ form of 

face -saving fonmula such as neutralization .I 	
1 

(U) Instrumental in influ"encing the course that the U.S. would 

..I 	 take were the reconmendations of Secretary of Defense (SECOEF) Robert S. 

McNamara and Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS) General Maxwell D.I Taylor. FollOWing th~ir return from a r~arch 1964 vis1t to Saigon, Secre 

J 	 tary McNamara recqmmended to President Lyndon B. Johnson a program of 

"I 

increased operations against the Vietcong (ve) guerrillas, Further. 


-I both 11r. McNamara and General Taylor concluded that the "RVN needed addi 


tional U.S. military. economic, and political support, and that such help 

" should be furnished as long as it was necessary to bring Cor.lTIunist aggres

sion and terror-ism under. control . The direction the U.S. would travel.j 

J 

. I 
) seemed firm on March 26 when Secretary McNamara delivered a speech that 

had been prepared in concert wi th President Johnson and Secreta-ry of 

State Dean Rusk. In his speech, Mr . McNamara rejected the ideas of 

I1 withdrawal,11 "neutralization," or "peace at any price" in the war 

against the Communist insurgents.I 	
2 

(U) So it was that 1965 became a pivotal year . Conditions 

I continued to be politically unstable, and offered, perhaps for the 

last t i me, an opportunity for the U.S. to make a near-term disengage I ment from SEA. Instead, the number of U.S. military personnel in SVN 


was s lowly increased, until by the end of the year the force stood at
,! 	 3 
approximately 23,000. 

5 
) 
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B. (u) 1965-1969--THE ESCALATION YEARS 

(U) Increased enemy activity in early 1965 led to a 26 February 

statement by Secretary McNamara in which he announced plans for a 

100,OOO-man expansion of the Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces (RVNAF) 
4 

C> and the assignment of more than 1,000 additional U.S. advisors to SVN .t I 
By the end of 1965, however. U.S, forces in South Vietnam had been increased 

I by 175,000 personnel, and in 1966, an additional 200,000 were deployed. 

There was a decrease in the rate of deployment during 1967 and 1968
I with a force increase in those years of app'roximately 150,000. The 

peak of the ~uildup occurred in January 1969 when the authorized troop ~ 1 
strength in SVN reached 549,500. Of that number, approximately 60,000 

were USAF personnel . In early 1969. the total number of USAF personnel1 ) 5 
stationed in Thailand reached 36,000 .* 

J 
I C. (S)(Gp-l )(U) E~RLY PLANS FOR REDEPLOn1ENT 


(S)(Gp-4) The guidelines for military planning in SEA were 


established by the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS), while the Commander 

I in Chief, Pacific (CINCPAC) directed and coordinated the efforts 

of the component commands . Detailed air planning and air expertise 

~ were provided by Headquarters, Pacific Air FOrces (PACAF). While it 

/tSee Figwoe .1 fo1' total and USAF stnngths during the buil.dup. To 
avoid encumbering the narrative with extensive listingB~ Locations 
of USAF units ana numbe1's of ai1'craft during the buiLdUp are not 
p1'esented here . For the reade1' 1'equiring detail~ this information 
is p~sented in the appendix . 

• 
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) 
was to be the latter part of 1969 before any actual reduction in SVN 

I based U.S. military was to take place, planning for that reduction started 

much earlier. The first major Operations Plan" (OPLAtl) concerning possible 

force withdrawals from SEA was CINCPAC OPLAN 67-68 which was in response to " ! 	 6 
a communique issued following the Manila Conference of 24-25 October 1966. 

! 	 1. (U) The Manila Conference Communique 

I 	 (U) At the invHation of President Ferdinand E. Marcos of the 

Philippines. the leaders of seven 'nations in the Asian and Pacific r~gion 

I met a"t a sunrnit con.ference in Manila. The participants were: President 

Johnson of the U.S . , Prime Minister Harold Holt of Australia, President 

Chung H. Park of the Republic of Korea (ROK) , Prime Minister Keith Holyoake 

of New Zealand, Prime Minister Thanom Kittikachorn of Thailand, Chairman 

Nguyen Van Thi eu and Prime Mi ni ster Nguyen Cao Ky of the" Repub1; c of 

Vietnam, and President Marcos. Particularly applic"able to ·the subject 

of force withdrawal was the 29th paragraph of the Manila communique which 

J. 7 
stated that: 

Allied forces are in the Republic of VietnamI 	 because that country 1s the object of 
aggression and its Government requested 
support in the resistance of its people to 
aggression. They shall be withdrawn~ after 
close consultation, as the other side with -
draws its forces to the North, ceases 
infiltration, and the level of violence thus 
subsides . Those forces will be withdrawn as 
soon as possible and not later than six 
months after the above conditions have been 
fulfilled . 

(u) On 4 November 1966, President Johnson stated that withdrawal 

of al l ied-forces under the Manila communique would require not only a 
'" - "' 

)  



) 
cessation of infiltration and aggression, but a cessation --rather than 

8 
a mere subsidence- -of violence as well. 

i 

2.lAil~. CINCPAC OPLAN 67-68 (5067} 

~...... In January 1967, to satisfy the provisions of the 

Manila communique, the JCS requested that CINCPAC formulate a post

I hostilities plan that would provide for the withdrawal of U.S . and 

Free World Military Assistance (FWMA) forces from SVN within a six

month period. An earlier study by CINCPAC's staff had concluded that 

it was logistically possible to do so, and on 31 March 1967, CINCPAC 

OPLAN 67-68 "Withdrawal of U.S./FWMA Forces from 'South Vietnam Within 
9 

a Six-Month Period," was sent to the JCS. 

L<.~"'" The plan called for a residual Military Assistance 

Advisory Group (MAAG) of 13,425 personnel to be left in SVN. It did 

not identify a specific roll - up period or roll-up force, but assumed 

that MAAG personnel would be permitted to conduct those operatioDS 

I 
. J following the six-month redeployment period . Updated in 1968, OPLAN 

67-68 became 67 -69 and, in 1969, was renumbered OPLAN 5067. This 

latest revision provided for a rol~ -up force, an increased HAAG, and 

RVNAF improvement and modernization. The plan did not address the 
, 10 

redeployment of forces from Thailand. 

3.11...(31 j(U) CINCPAC OPLAN 69-69 (5069) 

WU: On 30 December 1968, CINCPAC OPLAN 69-69, "A T-Day' 

Plan for Redeployment of Forces" was promulgated . Subsequent changes 

AT-Day--Termination of hostilities tn SVN. 
\, 

9 



I 
\I recommended by the JCS were included. and on 20 June 1969 the plan was 

11 
renumbered OPLAN 5069. The plan was a statement of uni l ateral U.S.I _capabilities to redeploy forces from SEA after hostilities in SVN had 

terminated and to reduce the Pacific Command (PACOM) force structure 

to a specified level. It did not provide for a redeployment from SVN 

I under the provisions of the Manila communique and was. therefore, main-

t~ined separately from OPLAN 5067. Neither did it provide a basis for the 
W development of a post T-Oay force posture" nor for budgetary requirements 

I 
12 


in the PACOM area . 


(U) Thus it can be seen that early planning for the redep1oy

1 ment of U.S . forces had been based on the premise that the enemy would 

withdraw its forces or, at least. that hostilities would cease. Sub-
1 sequent events would make it apparent that neither of the two CINCPAC) 

OPLAlls was tailored to_fit the emerging situation. 

, I  
I  
I  

! 
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I!. DISCUSSION 

.. A. (U) TROOP WITHDRAWALS BEGIN 

I 
I (U) Followi ng President Richard M. Ni xon's inauguration in January 

1969, it was considered by many that a'n announcement on troop withdrawals 

from South Vfetnam was irrminent. Both during the 1968 poli.t1cal campaign 

I . and after he took office the President had made it clear that he 'wished 

to !lde-Americanize" the war in SEA . The manner in. which he hoped to 

I accomplish thi's formidable task remained, however, a inatter for specul a-

tion unti l his meeting on Midway Island with South Vietnam 's President 
~'1 Nguyen Van Thieu. 

i 1. (U) Nixon's '~idway Announcement 

) (U) Presidents Nixon and Thieu met on Midway Island on g June 

J 
I 1969 to discuss political and military problems related to the war in 

SEA . The climax of the meeting was Mr. Nixon's l ong-anticipated announce-

ment on withdrawals. He had "decided to order the inmediate redepl oyment 

I  from Vietnam of the divisional equival ent of approximately 25,000 men • "  

The President added that the withdrawal would begin within 30 days and 
13 

be completed by the end of August 1969.~ 
(U) While the 'number was smaller than had been expected, the 

I 
I unilateral withdrawal of U. S. forces si.gnaled the beginning of an intricate 

strategy. directed at Hanoi and the Nat10nal Liberation Front. If the 

President could maintain military pressure on the enemy whi l e dulling the 

j mounting dissent at hane, it wa s possible that Hanoi might conclude a 
14 

settlement in Paris, or at least'scale down the level of fighting . 
) 

11 
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1 UN~~, ....u 
(U) In addition to his announcement of the first troop with

drawals, the President said that futu're withdrawals would be examined 
15 


in the light of the following criteria: 


a . Prog·ress in the training and equ i pping of South Vietnam 
forces .  

I b. Progress i n the Paris peace talks. 


c. The level of enemy activity. 

I 
i The gradual replaci ng of U. S. fighting men with RVNAF . (soon to be known 

as Vietnamization) had begun. Announcing the wi thdrawal of a re l atively 

smaJl number of tr"oaps did little to placate the Pre.sident's critics in 

the U. S .• and it was too early to tell what effects the program would1 
have on Hanoi's thinking . With the numbers so modest and the withdrawa l

1 deadli ne 'l ess than .three months away. it was not long before the Presi -) 

I  dent was faced with the issue of additional withdrawals ,  

2. • 2 llu) Th·e KEYSTONE Redeployments 

til The official designation for the incremental withdrawals 

from SVN became IIKEYSTONE u • With each increment. a program was. developed 

that provided ceilings for the component services . The JCS had been . 

providing guidance and information on troop strength through the sequen -

tially numbered ,Southeast Asia Dep loyment Programs . Program Six was in 

effect when the initial KEYSTONE redeployment was ordered. The progression 

from Southeas t As i a Dep 1oymen t Programs Seven through Thi rteen co; nci ded 

with the first seven KEYSTONE increments during the period covered in 

this report . On occasion, adjustments were made in the individual PACO~1 

Component Service ceilings; however, the total numbers r.educed an~ the 
) - ,--- . 
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completion dates for the reducti ons remained unchanged . See Figure 

2 for a condensation of the KEYSTONE redeployments. 

a. 	 ) KEYSTONE EAGLE (Increment I) . 

n., (I • T The fi rst redeployment KEYSTONE EAGLE-- was com

.pleted by 31 August i n response to the President's Midway Is l and 

i 
announcement . The authorized cei1ing* for Department of Defense (DOD) 

. personnel i n SVN was reduced from 549,500 to 524,500 , The Army lost 

15,780 spaces , the Navy 1,022 , and the Marines 8,198 . The Air Force 
16I l ost no spaces, and its cei l i ng remained at 61,951. 

b. 1I9\~ (U) KEYSTONE CARDINAL (Increment I I) . 

i 
l ~~ On 16 September 1969, President Nixon announced 

that: "After carefu l consideration . .. , I have decided to reduce 
) the authorized troop cei l ing in Vietnam to 484,000 by December 15 , 11 

I This equated to a reducti on in authorized spaces of 40 , 500, but , 

because the serv i ces were already below their authori zed numbers, 
17• •actual reductlons totaled 33,500 . The reductions by services were: 

Actual Reduction in Authorized Ceilings 

Army 14,082 14,082 
Navy 412 5,412 
Marines 18,465 18,465 
USAF 541 2,541 

33,500 	 40,500. ! 
I 	 "Authorized spaces J'efeps to the mcu:inwn ceilings imposed on ~he cont'on

ent services . The actual numbers of service personnel generally ran 
lot.JeJl than authorized . This distinction between Irspaces and faces " QSSWJlQS 

some importanc8 in a Later discussion on the USAF debit/credit account . 

• 

13 
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I 
~' Operation KEYSTONE CARDINAL called for a USAF 

ceiling reduct i on of 2,541. This was accomplished largely by the 
18 

following actions involving major units: 

I 1) The previously authorized deployment of two F-4 squad 

rans to SVN was cancelled. 

I 
I 2) The C-47 and U-1 0 aircraft of the 5th Special Operations 

Squadron (50S) at Tuy Hoa Air Base (AS) were transferred to Korea, 

Thai l and, the Continental United States (CONUS), and to the Vietnamese 

I Air Force (VNAF). 

3) The 6th 50S was inactivated at 'Pleiku Air ' Sase with 

~l its A- l aircraft going to the 56th Special Operations Wing i n Thailand. 

4) The 8th Tactical Bomb Squadron at Phan Rang was inacti 

vated and its 8-57 aircraft ferried to CONUS for storage. 

I Reducing the cei ling by 2,541 left USAF with 59,410 authorized spaces 

,J 
i n SVN. The actual number of USAF personnel in-country at the end of 

19 
1969 was 58,422. ' ----- .. --- ---- _. . . --', 

I c. ~(~ KEYSTONE SLUEJAY (Increment, Ill).'"P~i"'HU) 

1111< 9 The third i ncrement was announced on 15 December 

1969. Althoug h disappointed with the stalemate in Paris and a rise in 

enemy activity, the President was "evidently satisfied with the overall 

. J progress in SVN and called for a reduction of 50,000 manpower spaces 

by 15 April 1970. The third increment reduced the authorized spaces 
. J to 434,000 . The A~ was reduced by 29,553 spaces, the Navy by 2,976, 

I 
20 

the Marines by 2,895, and the Air Force by 5,576. Major units affected 

by USAF's reduction were: 
,- - --- - --- - - 14 -' 
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1) The 16th Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron (TRS) which 

redeployed to Hisawa Air Base, Japan . 

2) Three F-4 squadrons --the 557th, 558th, and 559th--which 

were inactivated at Cam Ranh Bay. 

The total action kept USAF below its ceiling of 53,834 .
I 	 d. ~(U) KEYSTONE ROBIN (Increments IV, V, and VI) 

i 	 (U) The term "cut and try" had been applied to the early 

reductions with the obvious meaning that the impact of each redeployment 

I would be closely monitored before proceeding with the next. A departure 

from this technique was announced by the President in his 20 April 1970
I 21 

address to the nation: 

We have now reached a point where we can con-1 	 fidently move from a period of cut and try to 
a longer-range program for the replacement of 
Americans by South Vietnamese troops. 

I am, therefore, tonight announcing plans for 
the withdrawal of an additional 150,000 American 
troops to be completed during the spring ofJ 	 next year .. . . 

I 	 On 3 June 1970, President Nixon said that of the 150,000 he had announced 

the month before, 50,000 would be out of SVN by 15 October. 

KEYSTONE ROBIll AlFA (Increment IV). In1) • 

complying with the latest Presidential announcem~nt, the planners arrived 

at the following reductions in ceilings for the services: Army, 15,169; 
22 

Navy, 8,800; Marines, 18,631; and Air Force, 7,400 . 

... (1IIIt After completion of the KEYSTONE ROBIN AlFA 

redeployment, the new DOO ceiling in SVN was 384,000. The USAF loss 
• _ ____ ••• _0.' 

•
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of 7,400 spaces wa"s the greatest yet incurred. and the number would 

not be approached in subsequent KEYSTONE redepl oyments through June 
/ 


1971. In reducing its strength to an authorized 46,434, USAF had 


./ only to redeploy approximately 4,700 personnel since it was already 
23 

well below i ts previous ceiling. 
~l (U) It was primarily by reducing i ts strength in 

. country by six Tactica1 ' Fighter Squadrons (TFS) that USAF was able to 

attain its goal. The 31st Tactical Fi9hter Wing (TFW) with five F-100 

squadrons (the 306th, 308th, 309th, 355th, and 416th) redeployed from 

Tuy Hoa Air Base to CONUS. The 531st TFS was inactivated at Bien Hoa 

with i ts F-100s al so returning to the CONUS. Additionally, two Attack 
24 

Squadrons--the 8th ~nd the 90th-- turned their A-37s over to the VNAF . 

2) .... KEYSTOiIE ROBIN BRAVO (Increment V). On 

12 October 1970, the President announced that an additional 40,000 troops 

~ould be redeployed from SVN by Christmas. Increment V would bring the
J authorized DOD ceiling down to 344,000. The Army was reduced by 39,660 

I spaces, and the Navy by 1,328. The Marines, origina lly scheduled for no 

change in strength. gained 1,601 spaces through internal adjustments with 
25 

the other services while the Air Force ceiling \'Ias reduced by 613. 

_. The only major USAF unit affected by KEYSTOtIE 

I ROBIN BRAVO was the 45th TRS which redeployed its RF-101s from Tan Son 

Nhut to the CONUS. After completion of Increment V, the authorized USAF 
26 

ceiling was 4~.821. 

} 
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3) (...) KEYSTONe ROBIN CHARLIE (Increment VI). The 

final . 60,OOO space reduction of the KEYSTONE ROBIN series was completed 

by 15 April 1971 and resulted in a 000 ceilin9 of 2B4,OOO. The Army 

lost 41,848 spaces, the Navy 5,600, the ~larines 12,179, and the Air 
27 

Force 373. 

_~ KEYSTOflE ROBIN CHARLIE had ori9inally called 

. for a USAF reduction of 200 spaces. After an internal adjustment with the 

Marines, however, the number becan:'e 373. t{o major units were affected 

and USAF absorbed the reduction through in-country vacancies that already 
28 


existed . 


i  
e. "'(~U) KEYSTONE ORIOLE ALFA (Increment VII). 


(~~ President Nixon's next announcement on troop with- 

drawals came on 7 April 1971 when he called for a reduction in strength 

I of 100,000 by 1 December. The first portion of the 100,000 was redeployed 

by 30 June and numbered 29,300. KEYSTONE ORIOLE ALFA reduced the DOD 

J ceilin9 in SVN to 254,700 as the Army lost 15,030 spaces, the Navy 516, 

the MarinesI 44,463 and 

~ I-VII) . 
f . 

12,769, and the "Air Force 985. The new USAF ceilin9 became 
29 

no units were affected in m~king the reduction . 

_~(U) Sunmary of KEYSTONE Redeployments (increments 

..) Increments- (-VII resulted in the reduction of 

17,4B8 USAF spaces . That number equaled six percent of the total DOU 

I redeployments. Prior to Increment I, 11 percent of the authorized U. S. 

military spaces tn SVN belonged to USAF. This figure rose to 17 per-

I cent by the time Increment VII was completed. 

) 
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KEVSTOIIE SERIES 

I I 
Completion Date 

31 AU9ust 1969 

15December .1969 ~ 
15 April 1970 ". 

r .. 
15 October 1970 o 
31 December 1970 

15 April 1971 

30 June 1971 

.Increment 

I 

II 

- II I 

IV ~ C •
'" Z V 

~ VI..• 
VI I 

o 
"., 

Source: 

, 
KEVSTONE 

EAGLE 

CARDINAL 

8LUEJAV 

ROBIII ALFA 

ROB III BRAVO 

ROB III CHARLIE 

ORIOLE ALFA 

Reduction 

000 USAF 


25,000 0 

40,500 2,541 

50,000 5,576 

50 ,000 7,400 

40 ,000 613 

60,000 373 

29,300 985 

JCS Authorized Ba lance 

Program 000 USAF 

7 524,500 61,951 

8 484,000 59,410 

9 434,000 53,834 

10 384,000 46,434 

11 344,000 45,821 

12 284,000 45,44B 

13 254,700 44;463 

Southeast Asia Deployment Programs 7 t hrough 13, JCS. 

Figure 2 
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3. 	 '11$ I)(U) The BANNER Redeployments 

tII(~ As the redeployments from SVN began, military leaders 

·deemed it imperative that the force levels in Thailand not be decreased; 

if 	anything, they hoped for an increase . However, on 30 September 1969 

-I the President announced the withdrawal of 6,000 military personnel from 

Thailand by the end of fiscal year (FY) 1970 . Another 9,865 were re 

oeployed during FY 1971 and the ·cessation of reductions, desired byii 	
30 

the 	military, was rendered indefensible by mounting budgetary restric-

I tions. 

a . 	 .GiII! )(U) BANNER STAR . 

1 tIf\~) At the time of the President's announcement on 

I,  Thailand reductions, the DOD authorized ceiling in that country stood  

at 48,065, with the Air Force share numbering 34,982. The first reduc-

tion of 6,000 was completed by 1 July 1970: The Army lost 3,006 spaces,I 	 31 
the 	Navy 45, and the Air Force 2,949. 

I 
J "'(~l) At first, the Air Force had been slated to lose 

3,111 spaces duri ng the. BANNER STAR redeployment, but after an internal 

adjustment with the other services (153 spaces from the Army and nine 

I from the Navy) the net resu~t was the reduction of 2,949 in the USAF 

ceiling. The major actions taken during FY 70 to reduce the USAF 
32 

ceiling in Thailand were: 

1) The inactivation of the 41st Tactical Electronic War 

fare Squadron at Takhli with its 23 EB-66s and 675 spaces. 

UN<iAS; :, to 
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J UNCLAS;.':.CD.i 2) The reduction of EC-121s of the 533rd Reconnaissance 

I  Wing (RW) at Korat, from 24 to 16 with a saving of 359 spaces . 


3) The deletion of 493 spaces through management actions. 

I 4) The inactivation of the 556th Civil Engineering Heavy 

Repair Squadron headquartered at U-Tapao on 1 October 1969 with 400

, I spaces throughout Thailand. 

I 5) The inacti vat ion of the 609th SO~ (A-26s) at Nakhon 

. Phanom which deleted 379 spaces. 


I 6) The return to Clark Air Base of the detachment of 


F-1 02s that had been providing air defense alert at Udorn.
; I 
i 

Additionally. in a move to maximize management efficiency, all of the 

remaining F- 105s (four squadrons) were consolidated at Takhli . This 

I 
was accomplished by moving the 44th TFS from Korat to join the three 

F-10S squadrons already at Takhli. 

b. ("(~(U) BANNER SUN. 

J W,. 'l Following the BANNER STAR reductions, the 000 

I  ceiling in Thailand was 42,065 spaces of which 32,033 belonged . to USAF. 


By 1 July 1971, the FY 71 BANNER SUN reductions had resulted in an Air 

Force ceiling of 26,044 of a total DOD ceiling set at 32,200. After · 

an internal adjustment with the Army (USAF gained 1,311 Army slots), 

the net losses were 3,B76 by the Army and 5,9B9 by the Air Force. The 
33 

Navy ceiling remained at 395 . 

..)~) Approximately 3,600 USAF spaces were deleted by 

the closure of Takhli and the fnactivation of the 355th TFW located 

) 
20 
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there. Twelve F- 105s were moved to Karat during September and October 

1970 to form the 6010th Wild Weasel Squadron .' The remainder of the 

'wing's aircraft (assigned to four TFSs--the 44th, 333rd, 354th, and 357th) 

were 	delivered to Kadena and to the CONUS. Other significant reductions 
34 

during FY 1971 were:


I 1) The 553rd RW at Korat was redesignated the 553rd 


I  Reconnaissance Squadron as the number of its assigned EC-12-1s was  

reduced from 16 to nine . The savings in spaces was 420. 

2) Two Nak~on Phanom-based A-l squa,drons were inactivated- 

the ZZnd SOS in September and the 60Znd SOS in December. The reduction 

in spaces totaled 886 . 

3) 	 The 11th TRS with its RF-4s redeployed from Udorn to the 

CONUS, reducing the authorized spaces by 600. 

4) The last F-10Z detachment in SEA, the unit at Don Muan9, 

was 	 returned to Clark Air Base .with its authorized 57 spaces, 

c. 	.~ (U) Surrmary of BANNER STAR and BANNER SUN. 

~~ Several differe~ces existed between the redeploy-

ments from Thailand and those from SVN .Although ostensibly tied to the 

Vietnamization program, it was nevertheless soon apparent that the incre-

mental wit.hdrawal process. from SVN was practically irreversible. Public 

opinion and admin1stration- induce.d budget restrictions combined to make 

a stoP.• or even a slowdown, in reductions most unlikely . The situation 

AUsed for fighter or bomber escort to detect and suppress surface- to-air 
m••il.e. (SAM) . 

UNCtAS~1 0' <:1) 
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differed in Thailand in that the [!INNER redeployments received far l ess 

pUblicity and, most likely, no public outcry would have accompanied a 

decision to maintain or increase the U.S. force level in that country • 

I 

. Therefore in Thailand, where the U.S. strength consisted largely of 

USAF hard-core, high-cost tactical ynits, the reductions were caused 

I almost solely by budget constraints. 

Another difference--somewhat related to the fore-

go1ng--was in the area of internal adjustments with the other services . 

I During the KEYSTONE Vietnam redeployments, USAF had little difficulty 

·remainlng bel ow its authorized ceiling and had, on occasion. "given" 

, ·1 
spaces to the other services to accommodate their operational require 

ments. The opposite ·was true in Thailand. BANNER STAR and BANNER SUfI 

called for reductions in the USAF authorized ceilings of 3,111 and 

7.300 respectively. Plans were successfully developed and implemented 

to draw the force down by those numbers; however, additional operational 

requirements were levi ed against the Air Force and it was necessary to 

make i~ternal adjustments to provide USAF with the required additional 

spaces.' · These adjustments amounted to 162 during BANNER STAR and 1,311 
35 

during BANNER SUN. Thailand, with the lower visibility it afforded 

the, U.S. forces, became the logical place to base additional USAF units . 

A condensed summary of the BANNER reductions is presented on the follow-

I·  ing page . 


I  ~For further discussion on internaZ adjustments, see pp. 48-50 .  

22 
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BANNER REDUCTION AUTHORIZED BALANCE 

000 USAF DOD USAF 

STAR 
(By 1 July 70) 6,000 2,949* 42,065 32,033 

I SUN 
(By 1 July 71) 9,B65 5,989" 32,200 26,044 

. ) B, (TS)(Gp- l )(U) USAF FORCE PLANN ING 
... ----- -.-.----

(U) In this section, the intent is to examine many of the problems 

i faced by the USAF in developin9 and implementing the various plans and 

programs necessary to reduce its strength in SEA: These problemsI i ncluded not only Vietnamization and the attendant pol i tical considera , 
'T- . ~;~ns , ~ut_ ~.ls~._.th.e__m_~intenance of a viable force under . ~~~d~~)_ . 

constrai nts of continually lower manpower ceilings for SVN and Thailand 

1 and ever-present budget restrictions. 

(U) The essential difference between programs and plans is that 

J 
plans are contingency-oriented estimates on how projected resources 

can be brought to bear on various possibiliti es. whereas programs are 

real life, relati-vely near-time entities des";gned to cope with present 

I or projected s"i tuations th!J.t demand orderly solutions . 

(U) Requests for force adjustments (force requirement actions) 

could be initiated at any level of command. With proper justificati on 

and documentation, a requirement was submitted to CINCPAC by the Com-

mander, Military Assistance Command, Vietnam (COMUSMACV), the Commander, 

Military Assistance Command , Thailand (COMUSMACTHAI) , or the appropriate 

~Net USAP reduct ions f ol Lowing int4rnal adJus tments . . 
U~CLAS), ~'EO 
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""I 	 PACOM Service Component Commander. AftPf coordinating and justifying 

the requ i rement I C I NCPAC submitted it to the JCS as a change reques t 
" I 
• I 	 to the existing SEA Deployment Program. The JCS coordinated the request 

with the appropriate service and submitted a ceiling adjustment request 

to the Office of the Secretary of Defense (050) . 

. J (U) The appropriate military department selected and alerted the 

unit which would meet the requirement. After approving an adjustment 

request, 050 made a request through State Department channels for coun-

try clearance.* The JCS would then issue a deployment directive. whichI was contingent upon rece.1pt of the country clearance" while the military 

1  department issued the movement directives for its unit.  

·1 
(U) The system was deSigned to work both ways.: Force requirement 

actions originating at the Washington level were normally refer~ed by 

the JCS to CINCPAC for coovnent. CINCPAC would then solicit comments 
I / 

and/or impact statements from the appropriate Component Commander(s) 

and/or Cm1USMACV and COMUSMACTHAI, as required. FollOWing that,:.J 
ClIKPAC either recoomended approval or disapproval to the JC5. (Fig 

• 
I ure 3 depicts the Air Force position in tne cycle just ·discussed.) 

~~ Planning .for a unilateral withdrawal had been so closely 

held that until the actions were announced it was generally thought that 

the U.S. would not redeploy any of its troops until the North Vietnamese 

APerrrrission. obtained t hrough diplomatic channels from a friendly fOl'eign 
natioll to permit en.tl"lJ of military units~ military per so,mel.. and/or 
mi2itary-gpongO~2d civiLians . 

. / 
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Army (NVA) had agreed to do at least as much. A dichotany existed in Air 

Force planning and programming that saw small segments of the planners 

engaged in redeployment Dlanning, while the majority was tryfng . to comply 

_ / with documents that called for increasing for.ces. For reasons of efficiency 

it \<ias important that the closely held information be spread over a larger 
36--I base. This situation improved as the redeployments continued. 

I 	 USD 

I 	 J S U~AF 

L 	 <-
CINCpn 	 , PACAF ·1 

I CUI1USMAcv 	 ~~r J
·l 
 _ COMUSMACTHAI ~1'-------:-1:1U~~AFtj-, 


,1 Fi gure 3 

Source: CINCPAC Instruction 5230.10A (J5522). 7 November 1969. 

L.I 

I 
...~) As mentioned earlier, none of the pre - redeployment plan 

ning had addressed the possibility of a unilateral withdrawal. Even 

during the redeployments it was evident that the U.S. military was 

~ 	 reluctant to withdraw from a job not yet finished. According to the 

Deputy Chief of Staff (DCS) Plans, 7AF, the difficulty in contemplating 

U.S. withdrawals without enemy concessions of any kind caused many U.S. 

military officers to resist, perhap,s unconsciously, the necessary steps 
37 

to reduce U.S. forces as quickly as President Nixon seemed to visualize. 

25 
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1. 	 -.-)(U) Cancellation of Early P " , ? 

The CIIlCPAC OPLAlls discussed under "Early Plans for 

.Redeployment" were 5067 and 5069. The former was predicated on certain 

provisions of the Manila communique being sati sfied, while the latter 

was based on a cessation of hostilities in SVIL The two plans were 

neither suited nor deslgned for the situation that developed in 1969, 

Beginning wtth the announcement of unilateral U.S. withdrawals from 

i SEA and the concept of Vietnamization, it became apparent that the 

guidance upon wh i ch both plans had been developed would soon becomeI invalid. On 14 May 1970, on the basis 'of a PACAF recOIIInendation, 

CINCPAC cancelled the' two plans., I 	
3B 

2. 	 ""~U) Budget Restrictions 

In October 1970, Admiral John S. McCaln, Jr., CINCPAC, 

made the observation that future troop withdrawals would ~ot be determined 

by Vietnamizatjon alone, but would be influenced by budgetary and manpower 

constraints as well. He cited as an example the Increment V Redeployment 

then in progress which had programmed the withdrawal of 10,000 military 

personnel from SVN during the October-December perl ad. Due to budgetary 

constraints, and the inability of the Army to maintain its overall author-

ized strength, Admiral McCain thought the number withdrawn would reach as 
39 

high as 50,000.* 

.(_) It is impossible to confine the discussion of budget 

restrictions to the U.S. military in SEA alone. Inextricably linked to 

the war in SVN wa~ the President's course of reducing the U.S. military 

~The actual figure was 4 0~ OOO . ---_.- L 
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presence throughout the world. Living within its budyet, PACAf trirmled 

its forces in the Wester!! Pacific as well as in Southeast Asia. The first 

budg~t exercise was concomitant with the early r~deployments and the 

beginning of the Vietnamization program and, except at the highest levels, 
- 1 

.lit tle information was available to determine which was the driving 

-J force for the withdrawal of U.S . forces . 

a . (U) Th"e Nixon Doctrine 

j 
(U) First enuncf"ated by the President at Guam in July 1969, 

J 
40 


the Nixon Doctrine stated three propositions: 


1) The U.S. will keep all its treaty corm.itments . 

.l 2) The U.S. wil l provide a shiehl if a nuc l ear power 

., 
 'threatens the freedom of a nation allied to the U. S. or of a nation 


whose survival the U.S . considers vital to its security or the security 

of the region as a whole . 
• 	 1 

3) In cases invo l ving other types of aggression the 

J U.S. will furnish aid and economic assistance when requested and as 

r appropriate, but the U.S . will look to the nation directly threatened to

J assume the primary responsibility of providing the manpower for its 

.defense. 

(U) The impact of the Administration ' s desire to reduce 

both U.S. manpower overseas and the budget was evident . In December 

1970, 'Secretary 	of State Wil l iam Rogers said i n a statement before 
41 

the Corrmittee on Foreign Relations: 

..I 
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By the end of this fiscal year [1971J well 
over 300,000 mi litary personnel will have been 
redeployed from various countries in Asia--
265,000 from Vietnam; 20,000 from Korea; 15,700 
from Thailand ; 9,400 from the Philippines and 
an as yet undetermined number from Japan. As 
Secretary [of DefenseJ Laird has recently 
pointed out, the incremental cost of the 
Vietnam war has already been reduoed by 50S 

I from $29 billion in FY 1969 to $14.5 billion 
in FY 70. 

I In· surrming up the future .ro1e of the U. S. in Asia, Secretary Rogers made 

it clear that the budget would playa large part. "We are trying,'- the 

I Secretary said, Uto reduce our presence in those countries in a way 

that is consistent with our other commitments domestically, and also 
42l keeping in mind our treaty cOO11litments." 

b. __)(U)Project 703 .'1 
~l) Project 703 was a budget exercise that called 

I for ·the savin9 of three billion dollars by the U.S. military during 

FY 1970. Coming concurrently with troop reductions as it did, actions 

J that were attributed to reduced ceilings in SVN and Thailand a~so appear 

as actions that took pl ace under Project 703. Outlining the impact ofI Project 703 on PACAF operations in the Pacific during FY 1970, a PACAF 
43 

summary cited the results as follows: 

1) i Inactivation of numerous units., I 2) A loss of 275 Unit Equipped (UE) ai rccaft. 

3) Manpower reductions of over 13,000 spaces. 

4) tiollar savings of over 29 million dollars exclusive of 

military personnel pay. 
~ -- - - . -~ .- -

UNCLAS31,:IED 
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5) A reduction of SEA tactical sorties from approximately 

18,000 to 14,000 per month programmed for the period 1 September 1969 

-to 30 June 1970. 

i 

I 6) The closure of Mactan AB in the Philippines and Tachikawa 

AB in Japan. 

I (U) Budget expenditures for the war in SVN reached an all 

time high during fiscal year 1969. The final Operation and Maintenance 

(O&M)* expenses for 7AF and 13AF approximated 403 million dollars for 

I that yea r. (The expenses of 13AF are included here because. although some 

of its bases are not in SEA. the activity at those bases was in

I direct support of the war in SVN.) __ Under Project 703, the FY 1970 expendi 
44 

tures for th~ two commands dropped to around 334 million dollars. 
~ -- .- - - - . - --. - 

c......,.,)(U) Fiscal Year 1971 Budget -Reduc tions . 

(U) Nothing comparable to Project 703 was developed for FY 

1971. Based on previous experience. the PACAF comptrollers estimated that 
•j O&M expenses for 7AF and l3AF would be approximately 290 million dollars 

I  for the year . Even though this was the lowest planned budget since FY  

1968 , the estimate ·proved to be pessimistic as the combined expenditures 
45 

of the two commands totaled somewhat less than 27B mill i on dollars. 

111111 7) The DeS/Plans, JAF. made the following observation on 
46 

the impact of the b~dget restrictions on the war in SEA: 

"O&J.f--Does not include expenses such as mil.itary pay, munitions, f ami l y 
housing, etc . 

UNCL.A,,')j,· .o.O 
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The throttle controlling the rate at which 
wi thdra\'/a 1 or Vi etnami zati on proceeds is 
principally budgetary, with subordinate 
roles being played by personnel ceilings, 
I&M* success and the level of activity in 
the war itself. 

3. .(.-,(U) Political Considerations 

~~ In early FY 1970, when PACAF first began programming
: 1 

for the combined ceiling/budget reductions in SEA, it became apparent 

i 	 that the USAF would encounter political obstructions in implementing 

necessary force realignments. 

l 
I a. (W!.-rl (U) Air Defense Alert at Don r~uan~. 

(~~) The first such situation developed when PACAF , attempted to · inactivate the air defense detachment at Don Muang. Alert 

aircraft were .being provided by . th~64~h and 509th . Fighter_~~~erce~tor 
J .. 

Squadrons (FIS) at CJark for Don Muang, Udorn, and Dallang. Although the 

1 64t~ was inactivated in December 1969 and the FIS detachments at Udorn 

and DaNang had ceased operations, PACAF had been unsuccessful in its bid 
, 1 

to take · similar action at Don Muang Airport i.n Bangkok, Thailand. 

I 	 (11 _ ) The political implications were clear in that the 

USAF was providing the Thais a IIshow of force n in the Bangk.ok area . 

Tactically, PACAF argued, F-4s could provide better air defense from 

the bases located farther north in Thailand. Thirteenth AF requested 

an increase in the UE aircraft for the remaining FIS at Clark (the 509th) 

~I&M--Impl'Ovement and MOOsrnizatio'l1 of the RVIMP. 
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if the alert at Don Muang was to continue. The request was forwarded 

but PACAF opted to eliminate the detachment at Don Muang and in a 
47 

ffiessage to USAF stated in part: 

Militarily~ there is little need for an air 
defense alert detachment at Don Muang and with 
elimination of this detachment, the S09th would 
be better able to perfonm remaining alert  

J ·ccmnitments with authorized UE of 25 aircraft .  

.With regard to impact of Project 703 on airI defense. we have requested CINCPAC to eliminate 
the Don Muang detachment if political situation 

'I 

permits.

I ~~ The situation remained unchanged until the end of 

FY 70. Headquarters USAF had refused the increase in UE aircraft for 

. the S09th FIS and PACAF was unable to have the requirement for the air 

l defense detachment at Uon Muang deleted. Finally, in June 1970, PACAF 

received authorization to close the Don Muang detachment .and did so 

I 48 
effective on the 3~~~of that month. 


·b. _(_(U) Retention of USAF A-ls.
I 
I 

(U) The effect of the retention of USAF A- ls would not 

be felt until FY 1972; but the events that led to the decision to retain 

them provide a look at the variety of considerations that faced force 

planners. 

As of January 1971, the only remaining USAF A-1 

squadron in SEA was the 1st SOS at Nakhon Phanom. The A-ls were used for 

the Search and Rescue (SAR) mission in SEA as well as for support of cer

tain operations in Laos. Under BANNER SUN. the 1st SOS was scheduled for 

.~)If"~'AJ 
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~ ,
inactivation at the end of the fiscal year and the official USAF posi 

tion favor"ed this action when it appeared like.ly that the retention 

'of an A-1 squadron would result in the loss of a squadron of F-4s . 

I 
With the A- ls scheduled to be turned over to the VNAF, concern was  

expressed over the future of SAR operations. In a memo to 7AF, the  

Director of Aerospace Rescue, Headquarters PACAF, posed the following  

q~estions 	on the capabilities of the VNAF to perform the SAR mission : Ii 	
49 

Can we expect the VNAF A- 1 resources to be 

I 	 sufficiently responsive to our needs? 

Can the natural language barrier be over-
come in the critical need for communications 
clarity?, I 
Will command and control of these forces 

i  rest with the VliAF or 7th Ai r Force? 


He concluded that even if all the questions could be resolved satisfac-

I torily, he wo~ld still be "extremely apprehensive about the ability of 

the VNAF to perform with the complete loyalty and dedication of pur

J pose which can only be kindled by a stron9 empathy with a comrade in 

I distress . 1I 

( c)iI .. -, As long a$ Americans were engaged in an air war 

in SEA, it 	could hardly be denied that the A-1 s with American pilots at~ 
the controls offered the best support for SAR operations. It was equally 

I 	 undeniable that a squadron of F- 4s offered much more flexibility over  

a larger range of missions than did a squadron of A-l s. When faced  

with the decision of which to keep, USAF chose the F-4s. The inter
50 

twining forces that acted on the USAF decision were: 

L~""[pjTIAl . 
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), 
Vietnamization. Plans called for the turnover of all A- l 

assets to the VNAF in accordance with the President's announced goals.
1 

Budget , Money was not available for both squadrons in FY 

. 1 72 . 

Manpower Ceilings. Spaces were not available to support 
~l 

both squadrons during FY 72. 

i (C) __ The decision was taken out of USAF hands when 

the Ambassador to Laos, G. McMurtie Godley, and the Central Intelligence 

I Agency (CIA) requested that one USAF A-I squadron be retained through 

FY 1972. Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird announced to the CJCS on 

~l 51 
23 Dec 1970 that: 

I have decided to agree to the request of CIAI and State to retain one squadron of A-ls in 
Thail and during FY 72. The approved end FY 71 
personnel ceiling of 32,200 for Thail and and 
the approved sortie rates for FY 71 are1 unchanged by this action. Consequently. one 
F-4 squadron shou ld be redeployed to CONUS by

I  end FY 71 or other reductions should be made  
to compensate . . . ---- - --- -_.__ . 
tIIIL~ On the day following the SeeDef ' s announcement,I 



the Acting Secretary of the Air. Force presented a reclama keyed to the 

I 52 
following points: 

We have pressed hard to make Vietnamization a 
success and although these A- Is will not be made 
availabl e immediately to the South Vietnamese, they 
are to be used in the Vietnamizati on program and 
should not be di verted • 

• 
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We should not maintain a force that is 
dedicated to one facet of the task at the 
expense of our ability to perform the 
overall mission . 

After A- ls are withdrawn, F-4s will be 
made ava-ilable to meet urgent needs in 
Laos. 

! (G) ~_ Reclama notwithstanding, a 2,5 U~3A- l squadron 


was slated to remain at Nakhon Phanom through FY 1972, clearly illus -


I 
i tr~ting the influence that political considerations had upon the conflict. 

The Air force had considered the various factors such as Vietnamization and 

budget/ceiling reductions in arriving at what it considered the best course 

l of action, but that decision was negated by an agreement which superseded 

solely military considerations. However, the USAF objective was achieved 

when the JCS directed CINCPAC to provide FY 1972 spaces to USAF to pre 

clude the loss .of an F-4 squadron . 
------------------~4:--(151(8, 	 O(uj-Addit-;;;;;;l Considerations 

.I  (~ ) It was usual for the Military Assistance Command,  

Vietnam (MAcv), CINCPAC, OSD, and the RVNAF Joint General Staff to 

I 	 request, on short notice, inputs from 7AF relating to reassessment of 

the war strategy . Due to short lead times, 7AF was often forced to 

use MACV assumptions with which Seventh did not fully agree. Accordi.ng 

to the DCS/Plans, 7AF, the Army-dominated staff at :MACV also used 

"Close Holdt! 	 and IILnlDIS II as a convenience to limit 7AF participation
54
I in planning matters directly involving USAF missions and forces.  

I  
I, 
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He felt that · the best examples of the problem occurred during the plan-

I n; n9 for the i ncrementa·l wi thdrawa1 s . . He sa; d, "JCS_di rected reduct; ons 

were programmed by MACV, working with CINCPAC, and the decisions regard-

I 
ing component service reductions were withheld from 7AF for lengthy 

peri ods . I persona lly had to go to MACV J-3 on occas i on to try to gai n 
55 

i nfonnat; on on 7AF I S part in the wi thdrawa1.5 . II When MACV used the 

ii excuse of urgent suspenses or security classification caveats, 7AF 's 

contributions were limited and the resulting product often advancedI 56 
views in jOi nt channels which were contrary to USAF interests . . 

·(U) Thus, artificial barriers were constructed between USAF~ 
and other commands which resulted in problems in inter- command rela-

I tions. Some notabJe examples of this occurred during FY 1971 . 

a. _ (.-.)(U) F-100 Redeployments .I 
J 

.... (.....) Faced with both budgetary pressures and the 

probl em of providing space for the Vietnamization program. the Air Staff 

I 

wished to inactivate two units earlier than programmed . The 35th TFW 

I with four squadrons (the 352nd, 612th, 614th, and 615th) located at 

Phan Rang AB , SVN, was .not programmed to return to the CONUS until early 

in FY 1972 under Increment VIII . In order to make room at Phon Rang 

I for two Bien Hoa-based USAF units. the Air Staff sought to have two of the 

35 TFW's squadrons inactivated under Increment VII. Until the two units 

at Bien Hoa were moved. the scheduled turnover of some facilities to 

the VNAF would be delayed. In a letter from Genera l lucius D. Clay, · Jr., 

35 
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Commander of 7AF, to General Creighton W. Abrams, COMUSMACV , the Air 
57 

Force position was explained: 

-- , 	 ... The Air Staff is considering inactivat ion 
of two [F-100] squadrons in June 1971. This- I 

I 	 schedule i s in consonance with SEAsia drawdown  
planning. It pennits ti"ely relocation of the 

8th SOS and 19th TASS [Tactical Air Support


: 1 	 Squadron] to Phan Rang from Bien Hea, where space 
is urgently needed for the Vietnamization pro-
gram.

I 	 Sufficient USAF TACAIR*capability will remain to 
maintain an average of 7 .500 sorties per month 

I  in FY 72. This is to infonn you of the proposed 

reductions and to recOOITlend that Increment 7 
alternative redeployment packages reflect the 

_..___ __. _ ~j;)ove redu~~to_n~ '... . _.__ _ _, j--_. 
( IJf\d$ 4 The response to Genera1 Clay's 3 Apri 1 1971 

'1 
 letter came ten days later. The answering letter was signed by the  

Deputy Commander. MACV , 	General Fred C. Weyland and stated in part that, 

"in view of the Presidentls speech of 7 April 1971 concerning future re-

deployments, it is considered necessary that the Increment Seven troop list ,I remain firm. Redeployment of the F- 100 squadrons should be possible soon 

I 
58 


after 1 July 1971 --early in Increment Eight." 


(~GE '* Following 	NACV's reply, 7AF sent a message to the 

Commander-in-Chief, Pacifi c Air Forces (CINCPACAF) and to the Chief of 

Staff, Air Force (CSAF) detailing what had transpired". Seventh went on to 

say that the impact of 	the delay on Bien Hoa rel ocations and Vietnamization 

I ~as significant "in that it woul d require contractors to work around USAF 

ATACAIR- - Fighter attack 	forces , e.cZuding Gunships .\ 
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1 units in some critical facilities. However, 7AF indicated it was not an 

I 
. 59 

insurmountable problem and proposed the following actions; 

1) Conservation of F-100 sorties through the remainder of 

the fiscal year to reduce operations and maintenance expenses. 

2) Inform MACV of intent to employ a continuous stream
U redeployment of the four F-100 squadrons beginning the first week in July. 

I (TS)(Gp-4) Both CSAF and CINCPACAF concurred with 7AF's 

approach to the F-100 problem. In a 21 April message, .CSAF instructed 7AF 

I to discontinue further attempts to redeploy ·two F- 100 squadrons 'during 

Increment VII and to concentrate on insuring that all four squadrons would 
60:l be redeployed early in July. 

later 7AF received a message from CINCPACAF 

citing the CSAF message' and agreeing that in view of MACV's finn decision 

on the F:~~~~:~~t would be fruitl.E:ss to Pu~~~~ .. _~~e matter J_urther.
1 

Additionally, PACAF stated that it had no objection to the conservation 
61 

.. 1 of F-lOO sorties. The matter was closed in favor of the MACV position 

I when, on 23 April 1971, Major General Ernest C. Hardin, Jr., Vice Commander, 
62 

7AF dispatched the following letter to the Oeputy Commander of MACV : 

In accordance with your decision in letter dated 
13 April 1971, we will include the 4/F-100 
squadrons in the proposed Increment 8 redeploy-
ment package. We intend to begin redeployment I on or about 10 July 1971, to coincide with tanker 
avai1~bi1ity. r ~ Except for the letter from General Clay to General 

Abrams. most of the correspondence associated with the attempt for an

I 
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early return of the F-l00s was "Air Force Eyes Only, II Whether a more 

direct approach by CSAF through CINCPAC would have changed the outcome 

"is unknown, but it seemed certai n that 7AF's position in dealing with 

MACV on the problem would have been, strengthened had more USAF rationale 

been released into joint channels. 

I b. 	 III'I_)(U) u.s: Navy Use of USAF Resources. 


~~ Two situations developed in maintaining jOint 
~ 
service activities that caused the Air Force in one case to assume 

I further Navy responsibilities and, in the other, to support an activity 

in which USAF saw little value . The first problem came to light in a 
1'1 CINCPAC message noting 	that riscal considerations ca~led for a reduc-

1 
 tion in the number of aircraft carriers in the Gulf of Tonkin (GOT)  

beginning in May 1971 . In essence, the message stated that the . Navy 

I would be unable to support the Barrier Combat Air Patrol (BARCAP)* 

mission to the degree it had in the past. further, the message directed 
.1 .. that the Commander, 7AF, provide the required BARCAP for high priority 

• GOT reconnaissance missions when the Navy task force was unable to do so . 

The primary problem~ as seen by the USAF, was that in providing sorties 

in support of BARCAP activities, there would be a resultant decrease in 

the number of attack sorties available for interdicti on and ground support 

I 	 63 
missions . 

I ABARCAP- -Pighter cover for reconnaissance missions in North Vietnam (NVN) 
and the GuLf of Tonkin 	area. 

I UNCLA~"'·'cD 
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I Another encounter \-Ii th the Navy centere~ aroundI 

the automate~ [jIG and bor~cr "arning system (SEEK DAHII). During a July

-I .1970. v.is1 .t to 7AF, General John D. Ryan, CSAF. questioned the operational 

requirement for the system as the force dra\'/uowns continued ill SEA. f\ 

7AF study was conducted that conc luded that the SEl:.K LJAWfi system was 

-I not a rea 1 requ; rement in the conduct of the \'Ia r . The 5tudy P9i n ted out 

that the automated systehl in 1969 carried fewer than half the tracks that 

I the manual systel:1 had controlled at the height of the wal" . The study 

• 	 64 
was concurred in by General Clay and forwarded to PACAF and t>1I\CV. 

~~ . Headquarters PACAF agreed with the . study as written 

.:;:1 while f"IACV requested COflvnents from the I~arilles and the Navy. The Marines 

also concurred, but the Navy stated that the system should remain as long 

·i . as "significant" air activity remained over the GUT, laos, SVtr, and NWi. 

After ['IACV and CINCPAC supported the rravy position, the JCS ~irected the· I 
retention of the SEEK DAWll system in SEA for as long as it was required. 

J Air Force was thus oirect~ci to expend resources in support of an activity 

_ it would rather have seen di scontinued. The DCS of 7AF Plans aptly stated 

I 	 65 
the predicament in which USAF found itself ; 

The 7AF study showed that the automated ~Iarning 
capabi 1i ty \~as cos t ly to operate and extraneous 
to. Air Force requirements . 7AF was forced to retain 
the system becaus.e of the Navy position that SEEK 
DAWN still provided a useful service . The primary 
les son here is the willi rl gness of one service to 
cause another to expend funds to provide a joint
use facility that is convenient, but not a hardI 

· .I 	 core requirement. In a period of stringent budget 
limitations this situation occurs repeatedly in 
inte r - service efforts. 
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I  Vi etnami za t ion· 


(u) 	 The Vietnrll1lization of all the fighl1ng forc~s in SVN wasf1  
it key U.S . objective. The improvement and modernization of the VIIAF t 
received continued elllphasis during FYs 70 anu 71 with the impact on 

I 

r 	 USAF p1anning and programming occurring in the areas of base and equip

ment turnovers. 
t 

a. 	 ~_)(U) Turnover of Faciliti es. 

. (..,. In 1970, in keeping pace with the Vietnamiz.tionW 
program., it became essential that the VtJAF expand its 9perations at Tan 

I Son flhu t, iii en Haa. and UaUang. Because of opera t i ana 1 requi rements. 

USAF units at those bases could not be phaseu down and the existing 

facilities were not adequate to house both USAF and VUAF operations. 

1 
'I It had beeu assumed that USAF strike, attack, and airlift sorties 

would be decreased as the VIIAF built up and accepted increased cOlJ1Tlit ~ 

ments. It developed that USAF strike/attack sorties were to be continued 

at a specified level regard]ess · of VNAF contributions . These problems j 

•  at the joint- use bases were · to be compounded by the virtual ban on new 


construction .and plans to close sole-use bases. Uith large numbers of 

Vi~F personnel and aircraft scheduled to move onto each of these bases, 

it appeared necessary to either accelerate USAF redeployn~nts, retain sole 

use bases and accept some operational degradation, or authorize essential 
66 

new construction. 

·"FoT' a detailed study oj' Vietnami.aatiorl., see the CORONA HARVEST V 8tudy 
on that sub;jec ~ 
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~ I Tan Son Nhut, Bie ll Hoa, and Uarlallg were not scheduled 

- I 
\ 

--) 
for turnover to the VNAF until March of 1972 . Operational eontr.oT of Soc 

- 1 "Trang Air Base in IV Corps was assumed by the VNAF" on 1 flovember 1970 . 

-I Operational control of three more bases --Binh Thuy, Nha Trang. and Pleiku--

was turned over to the VNAF on 1 May 1971. On the latter three bases, some 

j 
previously approved construction had been completed anu more .was underway 

in support of the Vietnamization program . The cOI,lplete turnov.er of facilities 

on the bases ~/as progressing smooth ly \"ith little impact on the VIlAF program 

J 
.1 

(c) By the end of 1969 the VNAF personnel strength had reached.1 
99 percent of the 35,786 authorized, and by April 1970 had surpassed 

the authorized level. In ~l arch of 1971 t the author i zed level was raised 

to 52.171, and by June , the number of aSSigned personnel had reached 

, I 
J , 68 

46,660 J or nearly 90 percent of the new authorization . 

• • (.) The seven major bases in usc by the VUAF durin9 

the period of this study (located from north to south) were: DaNang, 

P1eiku, Nha Trang , Uien ~oa, Tan Son Nhut, Sinh Thuy. and Soc Trang. 

When the U. S. 'military began its redeployments in 1969, the number of 

,! ' VNAF was Byaircraft (incl uding helicopters) approximately 340. the 

end of June 1971, the number had reached 950 . As a result of its grow-

1 ing strength and the reducti on of U.S. forces, the ratio of VNAF to 

.1 total U.S. T~C~IR sorties rose . The VNAf was averaging around 15 
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percent of 

1971, the 

UNCLAS~f~fm 
the TACAIR sorties in SEA at tlle start of 1970 but, by June 

69 
percentage had more than doubled. 

(~~) Funding for the growth of the VNAF came largely 

I from the USAF Military Assistance' Service Funded (l1ASF) program. The total 

VNAF budget for FY 1970 was 296.8 mill i on dollars, of which 278.5 was 

, ! 	 provided from the USAF I-IASF program. The 278.5 million was divided between 

training (40.7) and materiel (237.8). An additional 2 .1 million dollars 
, 	 70 

were provided from the USAF O&M fund. 

The estimated FY 1971 VIIAF budget jumped to 426 . 8 

million dollars. The USAF MASF portion of that budget included 27 . 1 

million for training and 377.4 million for materiel, for a total of 404 .5 

.1 million dollars . Added to that sum was 4.4 million from the USAF O&M 

fund. Long- range estimates called for the USAF f1ASF program to provide ., 448 . 7 million dollars during FY 1972, 379 . 9 for FY 1973, and approximately 

386 million for both FYs 197~·75 . Other costs of the VIIAF I&M program

.I 	 were funded through the U. S. Army MASF program and the RVIl budget . The 

I ultimate aim for the VNAF I&i1 program was 50 squadrons ano 1,300 aircraft 
71 

by FY 1974. 

6 . _	 G. ,)(U} USAF Personnel Management in SEA 

tlt< G_ Gaining an insight into the management of manpower 

j and personnel resources during the withdrawals from SEA requires an 
72 ' 

understanding of the following basic terms:.J a. (U) 	 Spaces. and Faces . "Spaces and Faces" were tenns used in 

alludi ng to the di fference between the amount of manpower authori zed and 
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I 
... 

\ 
I the actual number of deployed personnel. Manpower author i zations 

, i (Spaces) were derived from the approved deployments . Persons actua l ly 

dep loyed to satisfy manpower authorizations were referred to as "faces," 

I 

b. (U) USAf Debit/Credit Account . The debit/credit account 

was a repository for force structure spaces maintained by each service 

component. Each. service was al located or provided an approved manpower 

ce11ing (spaces) by country. Uncommi tted spaces constituted a credit 

whil e spaces authorized in excess of the manpower ceil i ng .resulted i n 

I 	 a deb i t account status. As an example . if the authorized USAF cei l i ng 

stood at 30,000 and on ly 29,000 manpower spaces were al located to sat B isfy r equi rements . the Air Force account was credited with 1,000 spaces . 

1 	 c. (u) Ceiling Headroom . The ceil i ng headroom li mited the 

J 


I I number of faces permitted for deployment to ~ particular country . These 


l imits were i mposed by DOD and der i ved from agreements with t he host 


country government. The ceiling headroom could correspond wi th the 


I  
author i zed manpower or could be l ess than the approved manpower al l o 


cated . 


d . (U) 	 Headcaunt. Hcadcount referred to the II Ufllber of 

~ 	 personne l which wt:!re considered deployed to a particular country. 

All personne 1. even ; f all temporary duty (TUY). on leave s ta tus • 

1 or out of 	country for any reason , wer:e incluC:ed in the head-

COUllt.f 

~ 
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e. (U) Personnel Headroom. Personne l headroom was the differw 

ence between the authorized strength and the headcount (assuming that 

the 'actual personnel strength was less than the manpower authorized)~ 

During the FYs 1970 and 1971. the USAF maintained a comfortable headroom 

cushion in SVN while performing its assigned mission, despite the fact

-1 that Mev tertded to regard the space ceiling as al so being a "floor,1I 

the ~lnimum essential required . Thailand, as will be seen, was differj 

• ent 1 n tha t the USAF experi enced diffi cu lty i II rna i nta i ni n9 suffi ci ent 

ceiling headroom. 

7. __)(U) TUY Co'ntro1 in SVN and Thailand -'-j 
....G~ Shortly after the President's first announcement on 

.1 troop withdrawals I and anti ,cipating headroom difficulties du"ring the 

reductions, the Chief of Staff, 7AF, outlined to his staff the pro." 

i cedures for TDY control. Categories were listed in des~ending order 

73 


of priority and were sub-categorized in the fo110\'11ng manner:


J Category I: Functions, activities. or systems, which have 

I  or will have an immediate andior criti cal impact on combat operations. 


Category II. Functions, activities. or systems, not of a 

crit; ca 1 nature J that would have a significant impact in less than 90 

days.

J A. Enhance aircrew safety 

i B. Augment ,air base s.ecurity 

" c. Upgrade weapons systems or force capability 

J o. Intelligence gathering 

UNCLAS3,.:im 
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Category III: Functions, activities, or systems that have 

a lOllg~rangc iMpact on nlissioll perforr.1ance or COfllbat support. 

A. Enhance aircrew safety or augment air base security 

U. Up!Jratle weapons system or forc~ Glpab ility 

C. Intelligenc~ gathering 


! D. Training 


E. IJata collectionj 

I 
F. Other 

Seventh Air Force recolilliemied that only those TUYs categorized as lilA 

or higher should be approved . This was agreed with by PACAF which moni ..., 
. I tored the various 7AF staff agencies as they reviewed the validity of 


the requ; rer.lent for each proposed TUY.

1 ~(~ The categories were approved by PACAF and forwarded · 

to Hq USAF and the major cOf,lnands. The authorized number of TDYs to, I 
SVrl and Th ailand fluctuated and was limited by the amount of headroom 

J available. The headroom protJlellls in Thailami Here such that a high 

category was required before permission for entry into that country 

I 
I iwa iOY status would be yrallted. In SVN, where the Air Force managed 

to retain greater headroom, the rules were relaxed and, generally, all 

T(;Y categories were allowed in - country. The impact of each projected 

J TOY was reviewed by PACAF and approved only if it did not exceed the 

authori zeu TUY 1ir.1i t in .effect at that . time. If the TOY was projected 

J 
J to exceed the limit, PACAF disapproved the request or requested that 

7AF name a lo\'~er category trade - off to accoOimodate a higher priority 

UNClAS3o.'IED 
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TDY. By the very nature of the category system. all requests were well 

screeneu before approva l, with the result that TUY control was quite 
74 

'effective. 

8 . (CJt¥21 Hu) SVi l Personnel Hea<.lroom 
_ 0 ••____ 0 

---;tJ(4 n After the Cambodian incursion in April 1970, senior 

I 	 Defense and Adminhtrati-on officia ls were acutely attuned to public 

sent iment and concerned with the possi bl e impact of related SEA actions . 
W 

Upon noting that the U.S. military strength in SVN actually increased 

I  by over 1 , 000 during the first week .of May, Secretary of Defense La i rd 


advised the JCS that "such increases, even though within t~e li mits 

of the manpower authorization ceiling, can have potentially troublesome 
75 

effects. II 

(.~o A 2- percellt fluctuation between authorized ceil i ngs ° 

I I and actual troop strength had been approved in the past and r-esu l teo 

i n occasional surges such as that described above, but COHUStIACV · felt 

I tha t on ly in that manner tau 1 d he have a sol; d personne 1 management 

syster;l , It \'/as fe1t by r!IACV that ·a reversal in personnel procedures I frorll space management to face management would cause a continuing 

decline in strength without regard for the orderly redeployment of 

.forces . This ·assessment was concurred with by CWCPAC who noted that 

c1 2-percent fluctuation appeared reasonable. Fo ll o\'ling tile cessation 

of U. S, grounc..l operations ill Cambodia, the problem apparent ly did not 
76 


surface again. 
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~., As the redeploymenfs continued, C0l1USMACV enjoined 

his component COI.,uanders to r:laintain the service strengths as close to 

the authori zed ceilings as possible. In SVli the Air Force. more than 

the other services, bad maintained its strength well belol'l its authorized 

number. thereby providing a d.egree of flexibility in dealing with the 

i ncrer,Jenta1 reduct i cns . Wh 11 e COMUSr-tACV had reported tha t the 150 ,000 

I to be withdral'lI1 duting Increments IV - VI woulc.i not jeopardize the mission 

in SVII, the initial "'''CV planning had been based on a minimum troop with -I drawal in 1970 and the I,Jajor portion being redeployed during Increment 

VI (January-f'lay 1971) . This was not to be the case, because with a 

rec.iuced draft call the Anny was unable to proviije a sufftcient nUfilber 
77 

of personnel for the uctober- LJecember 1970 period . 

......, Wit!1 this accelerated reduction in the troop ceiling 

for SVN, it appeared all the 1'I1ore necessary to Cuf·1USltACV that troop

J strength be maintained as close to authorized as possible. In May 1971, 

during Increr,Jent VII I a message to the component con.nands clearly defined 

I 78 
;lACV's position on the matter: 

J 

Although Increment Ei ght redeployment does not 
comr,lence unti 1 1 July 71 . nor has higher author; ty 
approved the troop l ist •.•• monitoring of 
current operations has shown that some units con
tained in Increlilent Eight troop lists are begin 
ning to 'ir,lplement actions which negate their 
operational support to MACV mission in the 
current ti me frame.1 . . . It; 5 reques ted that component cOlll,lands 
support and maintain on board personnel strengths

l con.lensul·ate >lith approved space reductions so 

UNClASj.... .:.1) 
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that at any point during redeployments, per 
sonnel strengths are at or near the authorized 

-l 
 force level as planned by f.1ACV.  

~." Air Force planners faced a situation in SVII where 

simply generating the required number of sorties was not enough to 

satisfy HACV . Instead, I<tACV insistence on the Air Force maintainingI  
- I  authorized strength levels as long as possible denied USAF the 

.9 

j necessary flexibilfty in meet ing beddown requirements . I\s a case in 

point. USAF was not a llowed to inactivate the two f-lOO squadrons at 

J Phan Rang. even though the effective date would have been on ly one 

j,lonth ear1i er than tha tor; gi na11y planned . 

J 9_ _~(U) Thailand Personnel Ileadrool<l 

_GJIII') As oi scussed under the BAUllEP. redep 1 oYllIents. the USAF 

made i nternal adjustments with the other services ill order .to maintain 

. I 	 a ceiling in Thailand sufficiently high to enable it to perform the 

UOlJ -directed operations. As the FY 1970 BArmER STAR redeployment was 

.I be i n9 compl eted t the Ilur,)ber of spaces requi recJ by the A 1 r Force over 

• its new FY 1971 ce:iling was s~t " at only 162. However. toward the end 

of the FY 1971 BAtlflER SUiI redep 1 oyn-ent) new t high pri ority 1\1; ss ions 1 n 

Thail and ~"Iere introduced whi ch created a requi rement for some 2.300* 
79 

USAF spaces in excess of the proposed FY 1972 ceilings.

I 	 (.~ In an attempt to relieve the headroom problems. 7AF 

J developed a plan to permit the closure of Karat by permanently re"locatin9 

UNClAS31':IEO 

J 	 AThe rina~ numbel' IJa:s adjusted to 1,311. 
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Karat units to bases closer to their operational areas. Influencing 

that decision was the fa ct that the runway at Karat was scheduled for 

-repair. In closing Karat, the Thailand headroom problem c.ould be solved 

and the cost of runway repair and temporary relocation of the ·units would 

be saved . Decisions wer.e pending, however, on future sortie levels which 

made the closure of another Thailand base impractical at that time . By, i 
May 1971, management actions had partially relieved the projected 1 July 

i headroom shortfall*, while the Air Staff had initiated actions to either: 

I (1) extend the FY 71 USAF cei 1 i ng through the fi rs t hal f of FY 72 to 

provide temporary relief, or (2) transfer Army spaces to the USAF thereby 
80'1 provid~n9 a permanent solution • 

... (....) The latter action was not favored by Hq USAF because
i of the possibility that the use of Army spaces in Thailand might set 

I • precedent· that would be a detriment to future USAF planning. The 

U.S. Army, Pacific staff had already stated that if that course of 

J action was selected, Anmy FY 72 reductions in Thailand would have . to 
81 

be accommodated by the Air Force. 

I ~~) As the end of FY 1971 approached, CII~CPACAF was 

becoming increasingly concerned over the requirement to reduce PACAF 

forces in Thailand to meet the 1 July manpower ceiling . It was evi-

dent to CINCPACAF that the critical decision on the FY 1972 TACAIR 

sortie rate might possibly be delayed until well into the new ·fiscal 

'FaZZing short of a eoaL . 
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year, and necessary PACAF resou·rces would have to be retained in Thailand 
82 

in order to satisfy whatever requirements the decision would dictate~ 

_The turmoil and confusion was compounded by certain increases in Thailand 

which were directed by higher headquarters without a corresponding increase 

in the USAF ceiling. These increases included the previously discussed 

1 A- l squadron that was to remain at Nakhon Phanom for a year longer than 

p.1 anned. The DOD BANNER SUN ce; 1; n9 rema; ned f; rm and ; n order to meet 

I 
I its requirements. it became necessary for the USAF to accept the undesir-

able second alternative and to make an internal adjustment with the Anny 

for approximately 1,300 spaces . 

'1 As the fiscal year drew to a close, it seemed cer-

tain that USAF was faced with a ceiling shortfall in Thailand. Also, 

the prospects of future redeployments from SVN were viewed as a problem 

that would not be easily overcome. The overall situation at that time 

drew some remarks from the Des Plans, 7AF, (June 1970-June 1971), that 

J serve both as a backdrop against which to view the USAF planner's pre-

dicament. and as a summarization of this section on USAF force pl~n-
83I ning: 

~ 

( 

---- -~--

Until now, the Air Force portion of the fncre -
mental withdrawals of U.S. forces from the 
Republic has been relatively small and could 
be acconmodated essentially by the spaces which 
accrue to the USAF debit/credit account with-
out impact on major forces or support areas . 
As redeployments continue. the Air Force share 
will become increasingly higher as will be evi-
dent in the forthcoming Increments 8 and 9. 
This is creating a situation wherein CO~lUSMACV 
must make a choice between retaining either the . 

lJl'4CLAS;i,.:,ED 
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-tactical force necessary to support his stated 
higher than progranrned monthly sortie levels, 
or specialized units, such as psychological or 
e lectroni c ~/arfare squadrons, supported by yes ted 
interests I-lith;n HACV. 

I 

1\1' equally difficult situation exists with regard 
to lhai land. The Air Fotce is required to reduce 
strength in Thai land by over 7,000 to meet the 
050 ~stablished end FY 71 ceiling. Concurrently. 
the higher thiJl\ progranmed tactical and ARC LIGHT* 
sortie levels dictate the retention of certain 
forces which _could otherwise be reduced. Com
pounding this were certain increases in Thailand, 
directed by higher headquarters without a corres 
ponding increase in the country ceiling. These 
; nc 1uded re ten t i on of the A- 1 squadron at IIKP 
(Nakholl Pt~anom) for a 	year longer than programmed . 
. . . Although the validity of such requirements 
is not questioned, this situation is pointed out 
because of the anomalies, as in RVI"I, between 
force and U.S . presence reductiuns on tile one 
hand, and lack of a corresponding reduction in./ requ i relilents and stated levels of activity on 

. I 
the other. 	 . 

In sUlmlary, the "have your cake and eat it tool! 

J 

, I 
philosophy prevail i ng with; n I~ACV, coupled ~Iith 
the lack of fin,1 decisions on future activity 
levels, continues to plague the planner and pro 
grammer and precludes accomplishing assigned 
tasks on other than a crash basis. The il!lpact 
on other fUllctiolial areas , materiel, personnel,

I comptroller, is obvious alllJ contributes to the 
atmosphere of turbulence prevailing today. 

ft  All of this leads to one basic conclusion regard

;ng a l1Iajor flilW in U.S . military organization. 
Service components face tangible limitations on 
funtling, manpower and materiel. Unified and 
sub-unified coni llanders. responsible for opera J tions but not logistics, tend to vie\"1 physical 
limitations l1)erely as sunnountable incollveniences.

I 
IoARC LIC/n'--B- :;2 C('Imbat tJpel"ations in Southeast A;:;ia . 
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Cost effectiveness is ignoreu. This appears 
to be particularly true of '1ACV, which, a l ittle 
more than a yea r ago di rectctl the ~JUp' oyrne n t of · 
over 500 ,000 personne l anti enjoyed a tactical 
sortie level ;n excess ' of 20,000 per liu..nth. 

C. (:s;ifsp- F) (U) I~IP,'CT OF FuRCE REDUCTlOIIS 011 USAF 

(6)#..._" The Cor;Inander, 7AF. served as COf~USt~CV's .Deputy for ' 

j 
. I Air and coordinated air operations with the VHAF, tlavy. l-1arines, and 

Stra tegi c Air Command (SAC) forces support i ng fIACV. Broad, general 

guidance 'fldS provided by COI~USflACV . while t~e. Deputy for Air . plan/.led , 

J coordinated, and directed air operations. The variety of roles in 

\-shieh the USAF \'/as engaged included attack s.orti es (tactical air . gun 
84 

ships. and j\RC LI GHT) . recotlnai ssance, CAp· /cscort. and combat support. 

.1  (S)(Gp- l) Air activity iidEA reached its peak as '1969 began, 


:.lith the beginning of redeplGyments and budget constraints it was not 

. I long before the USAF began to feel the impact jn such areas as sortie 

rates and personne l management. Also, as the U.S. force ·withdrawals 

J 
J continued. the protection of the remaining USAF units became a matter 

of increasing concern. 

1. • __)(U) Operations 

~tIIIt) The l evel of combat operations, in terms of sorti es, 

was greater . by the summer of 1971. than in any other conflict in U.S . 

.military aviation history. The volume of these operat i ons must be con 

sidered in light of the fact that the USAF had not been re li eved of 

UNClAs3 'EO 
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other global commitments. Another illJportant consideration is that the 
85 

combat loss rate for USAF aircraft was remarkably low. The U.S . 

.enjoyed air supremacy in South Vietnam, and to a lesser extent in 

Laos, was most formidable. 

a....(.... )(U) Sortie Rates . 

• (~) Paralleling the buildup of other U.S. forces in 

SEA, the number of aire'raft p.Dssessed by the USAF increased from about 

460 in 1964 to over 1,800 by FY 1969. With reduced authorizations due to 

redeployments and budget restrictions , the number of possessed aircraft 

dropped to approximately 1,600 in FY 1970 and 1,100 by the end of FY 1971. 

As of 1 July 1971, the USAF had flown 4,683,301 combat sorties with 

over one million in FY 1969 alone. The number of USAF combat sorties 

decreased during the redeployments "and in FY 1971 the total number was 
86 i 

573,521--the least flown since 1966. (See appendix for complete sortie 

breakdown. ) 

1) tI9(~ Attack Sorties. Attack sorties (excluding 

B- 52 ARC LIGHT) averaged around 20,000 sorties a month in SEA during 

FYs 1968 and 1969 . They began a linear descent during the next two 

years and by FY 1971 were averaging fewer than 10.000 per month. During 

the same period, the emphasis in operations shifted to Laos, where over 
-
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I 50 percent of all USAF attack sorties were flown in FY 1970. increasin9 
87 

to 60 percent in FY 1971. 

2) ~....,) ARC LIGHT Sorties. From a modest beginning 

of 27 sorties in 1965. the ARC LIGHT program was generating 1.800 sor

ties a month between February 1968 and July 1969. The SAC B-52 sortie 

i level was reduced from 1,800 to 1 ,600 per month in July 1969. In March 

1~70 the sortie rate was further reduced when the SecOef approved a 

JCS request to redeploy to CONUS all 8-52 assets in excess of those 

needed to maintain a monthly rate of 1.400. The ARC LIGHT sortie rate 

was again reduced in August 1970. The new rate was established at 1,000 
'j per month and remained there until February 1971 when the JCS authorized 

a temporary. increase to 1,200 a month in support of an increase of activ-
9.. ity in laos . In June, the sortie rate was again dropped to 1,000 per 

month. By the end of the fiscal year, the number of ARC LIGHT sorties 
88 

flown durin9 the war in SEA had reached 78.242. 

3) ~~) KC-135 Sorties. Tanker support for bothl.l 
the ARC LIGHT 8-52s and for tactical fighter forces was supplied by the


I SAC KC-135s . In September 1970, all B-52 operations were consolidated 


at U-Tapaa ; n southern Th,ai 1and and the need for refuel i n9 operati cns 

in support of ARC LIGHT was greatly reduced. The requirement for tanker 

I support of tactical aircraft continued, and by the end of FY 1971 more 

than 600,000 refuelin9s had been accomplished in SEA. As in most other 

I operations, tanker activity reached its peak during FY 1969 when 

145,525 refuelings 'were made. ·The sharp decrease in air operations 

UN"'· ., ~, : :,-.
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because of redeployments and the independent operations of the U-Tapao-

based 8-52s reduced the in- flight refue1ings during FY 1971 to fewer 
89 

. than 68,000 . 

4) ~) Reconnaissance Sorties . Unlike the other 

air operations (with the exception of CAP and escort missions), recon-

naissance sorties did not decrease in number with the initial force 

r.edeployments. Although a significant reduction in the number of 

I 
i reconnaissance aircraft in SEA occurred with the departure of the 16th 

TRS in Harch 1970, the number of recce sorties during FY 1970 remained 

almost unchanged from FY 1969--approximately 130;000 . This was due 

l largely to the Cambodian incursion and an increase in activity in 

Laos. However. as redeployments continued in FY 1971, recpnnaissance 
90 

sorties were affected and for that year dropped to nearly 61,000. 

5) ...(.... ) CAP/Escort Sorties . The greatest number 

of CAP/escort missions were flown during FY 1967 when there were 17 ,139 

I sorties . The number then decreased until FY 1969, when the lowest number 
\..1 

since 1965 was f1own--7,494. A new requirement for the escort of gunships

I on interdiction missions shifted the emphasis to Laos and the number of 

sorties began increasing again, until in FY 1971 almost 9,000 sor~ies 

were genera ted. As the fi seal year ended, the total number oLeAP/escort 
. 91 

missions flown during tne war had reached 73,350. 

6) ~~ Combat Support Sorties . Included in USAF 

combat support is the armed helicopter (used for air base defense since 

1967), in- country airlift (C-70, C-123s, and C-1 300), and all other flying 

UI'tCLi\Sj,;,cD 
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not classified as crnnbalt. A total of 2,894,443 of these sorties had 

been accomplished by the end of FY 1971, with the great preponderance 

'of the sorties being flown in SVtl. Following a curve similar to that 

of most of the air operations in SEA, the combat support sorties reached 

a high in FY 1969 when over 650,000 missions were flown. Again, reflect-

ing the redeployments, the number decreased during the next two years 

and in FY 1970, only 384,248 sorties were ~enerated. During the per-

iod from 1966 through FY 1971, over 19 million passengers were flown .._---_._--- - - -- -- ._ 

with in SVN by USAF airli ft aircraft. The peak was reached in FY 1969 
92 

when 4. 64 million passengers were carried. 

b .{~.(_tu) USAF Aircraft Losses. 

"'(~) Total USAF operational and combat losses in SEA 

reached 2,005 by the end of FY 1971. The largest number of losses for 

a singl e year was sustained during FY 1968 when 462 aircraft were 

destroyed . Due primarily to the cessation of bombing in NVN, the 

I 93 
losses declined steadily from 326 in FY 1969 to 103 in FY 1971. 

lc.)~(IS F The loss rate (number of aircraft lost per 1,000 I sorties) for USAF tactical aircraft (gunships and 8- 525 excluded) was 

at its highest in FY 1965 when the rate was 2.35. This could be attri 

buted for the most part to the air battle in NVtl where 19 aircraft were 

lost in 2,632 sorties for a loss rate of 7.22. From that year forward, 

the loss rate decreased both in IWN and for the rest of SEA until in 
94 


FY 1971 the overall loss rate was 0. 41 . 
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losses had proved quite accurate. During FYs 1969 and 1970, respectively, 

-96 and 89 percent of the forecast losses were actually suffered. Perhaps 

indicative of the uncertainty about what impact the redeployments and 

attendant drop in sortie rates might have on USAF losses, was the pro- ' 

I 	 ject;on for FY 1971 . It was projected that 7B USAF tactical aircraft 


would be lost during that year . The forecast was, fortunately, pessi
j 	 95 

mistic as the actual number lost was 55 (70 percent). 

c.C~·_ )(U) Intelligence Activities.I 
~(~1) 	 Intelligence personnel reductions during the 

period January 1970-June 1971 were most strongly felt during the 

Lam Son 719* Campaign . At that time, i ncreased photo reconnaissance 

act i vity and unexpected developments in the ground combat situation) 
created such a substanti al increase i'n requ; rements for i ntell igence 

analysts and image 	 interpreters that augmentation from other PACAF 
96,J un its was required . 

2. . (_ (U) Personnel 

I a. .(~!_IIIJ) Management . 

(u) Personnel management during the war in SEA had always 

been far from routine. During "the buildup, the task of getting the 

right number of the right personnel to the correct places at the cor

rect time was formi dab1 e . Additi ona1 personnel prob lems were : (1) 

~Lam Son 719- -The South Vietnamese incursion into Laos which began 
8 February 1971 and ended 28 Maroh 1971 • 

• 
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the one-'year tour which made it difficult to maintain a high skill level 

in the units, (2) ever- changing requirements for personnel; and (3) the 

"cutting-off/down ll of the pipeline while securing assignments for per-

· .1 sonnel of redeploying units duri ng the withdrawals. 

~(~ The redeployment of the 31st TFW at Tuy Hoa, 

SVN, was one example of the problems facing USAF managers. Redeploy-

i mEmt of the wing and the inactivation or transfer of subordinate and 

supported activities resu l ted in disposition action taken on approxi -

I mately 4,350 personnel. The Des Personnel, 7AF, reported the following 
97 

concerning the redeployment of the wing: 

Disposition actions included forming of four 
cadr.es (94 per cadre) of experienced personnel 
for deployment to the gaining activity to1 

\ 
enable combat-ready status with minimum de l ay; 

, selection of ferry crews for the 96 F-1000/F
aircraft; forming and dep l oying .two Enroute 
Support Teams consisting of sufficient weapons 
systems qualified maintenance personne l (56
each team) to support deploying F-100 aircraft 
enroute ~ i.denti fyi"g weapons systems qua 1ifi ed 
volunteers for reaSSignment to gaining c01J'lTland; 
rea$signing personnel withi~. WESTPAC and RVN 
and curtai lment of tours . . .. Our act i ons were 
guided by a myriad of higher headquarters corrmunica-
tions/ i nstructi ons, which were sometimes vague
and contradictory to previous instructions received . 
Changes to instructfons were received after certain 
actions had been completed and it was necessary to 
completely reverse actions already accomplis hed. I These .probl ems were further compounded by slippage
of deployn~nt dates and de lay in finalizing airli ft 
for cadres. 

the definite lack of effective commun i cati ons between al l levels. The 
J 

I 
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officer and ainman requirements of TAC including required in-place dates 

had not been clearly defined to 7AF. Had the requirements been clearlyI . stated, ITDre timely and efficient actions would have been possible. 

The DeS/Personnel suggested that in "future programs of this nature the 

gain ing commands' reqUirements should be identified in definitive and 

si.mple terms, and include required in- place date(s) and other related 
98 

planning factors. u. 

b. 	 ""~)(\J) Morale. 

'6iW~ Accordin9 to MACV. an overall morale problem 

wi thin U.S . forces, especially in the Anmy, paradoxical ly stemmed from 

the success of Vietnamization. MACV reasoned that as the U.S. turned 

over more of the active fighting to the RVNAF, mOfe free time be.came

1 available to the troops which led to boredom and discontent. Two wing 

commanders gave ad~itional insight into the morale problem as it applied
J 

to USAF members. The first felt that as the RVNAF took over more of the 

responsibility of fighting the war, lithe rapid return of {our"] combat 

elements should be seriously considered, II He noted some "dissatisfaction

I within USAF elements and attributed it primarily to inactivity. The 

, I 

surfacing of disciplinary problems at all levels caused him to reiterate 

in his end- of-tour report that, IIAcceleration of the redeployment of all 
99 

U.S. military operational forces is highly recommended." 

tel'sp e) The other wing commander pointed out another area 

that, while related to morale. was more concerned with the" problem he 
100 

felt arose due to the winding down of the war. He said: 

. 
, . 	 UNClAS:i/':I/;O 
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. . . now that the war has slowed considerably, 
there is too much interest being taken by outside 
headquarters in an effort to impl~nt peace- time 
prOgrams into a quasi war environment; Forced1 i nfusion of UPT* graduates rather than experienced 
personnel ~ in-theater "mora l e rides!! 01=1 combat 
missions for [non} F-4 back seaters; introduction

1 	 of less proven weapons systems just to 'see how 

they go'; and the re-estab1ishment of the annua l 

physical examination are just a few examples ·of 

how our concern has shifted from fighting an all 

out war with the best personnel and material 

avail~ble to simply maintaining an effective 

presence while transitioning to a peace- time way
if of l ife. I bel ieve this is the wrong approach 

for any headquarters. Actions which negate the 

combat aspects of our mission simply add to a 


;1 
I complacency which develops as the act i on slows 

down. And this complacency is deadly! As long 
as there are bombs to "drop i n enemy areas where 
he can and does shoot back, the attitude should 
be combat Qriented all 	the way. Headquarters 
programs shou ld foster 	this attitude rather than 
give the impression that the war effort is just 
part of a s~ries of programs -- some combat 
oriented and some not - - which have to be imple 
mented . 

(U) An additional irritant to personnel assigned in SVN 

was the existence of a 	less favorable l eave system than the· system tn .1 
Thailand. Personnel stationed in SVN were entitl ed to seven days leave

I and one seven-day R&R. At the same time Thailand-based personnel were 

authorized ordinary leave in excess of seve:n days as wel l as .urest and 

101 


recuperation" for aircrew members . In this instance , MACV was able 


to remedy the problem simply by authorizing a 14-day leave for all 
102 

servicemen stationed i n SVN. 

UNClAS,1 : 'ED 

*UPT- -Undergraduate Pi lot Training. 
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• IPrtP f'f . Wi th the fi rst redeployments in 1969 came concern 

· that at some t ime in the future a point would be reached where adequate 

security would not be ava'ilable to protect the remaining units in SEA . 

Ii 

Through FY 1971, the problem of base secuirty had not reached a critical 

J stage, but attention remained focused on the subject by high-ranking 

offi cers. In Apri.1 1971 General Clay, then Commander 7AF, stated in a 
103 

letter to COMUSMACV that: 

I Bases 'which have USAF forces on perimeter 
defense appear acceptably protected against 
close - in enemy infiltration efforts of the 

. ) 	 type experienced over the past one or two  
years. My confidence regarding those with  
perimeters manned by the Vi etnamese is not  
so high; however, a defense aspect of greater 1 significance is the need to ass ure that ade-
quate -field forces are assigned and speci -
f i cally tasked for external securi~y operationsI in support of each air base. 

ilr(Gtzl)7 General Clay 	requested that a review be made of the

J current and programmed ground force depl oyment and operational assign -

I ments to determine the· adequacy and probl em areas foreseen in providing 

for the externa l defense and security of 7AF air bases. The Army's

I 	 reply was that the impending withdrawals of U. S. combat support forces 

and the increased respons i biliti es for those units rema i ning would pre -

elude the use of those combat units in the defense of air bases. Con-

sequently, U.S . forces of al l types wou l d have to place greater reliance 

~NCLAS; ..	 ..:) 
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on their own capabilities to protect themselves and on the security 

coordination effected with ROK and A~, Republic of Vietnam (ARVN) 
104 

forces. 

According to PACAF's Director of Security Police) 

the mi 1; tary capabi 1 i ty of the Vietnamese securi ty forces had been 

closely examined and found wanting . It was regarded as questionable 

whether the civil/military leadership of the RVN possessed either the 

will ' or the ability to provide adequate security on joint use bases. 

Assuming the foregoing to be correct, PACAF recommended the following 
105 

steps: 

a. Non -mission essential elements should be withdrawn from 

Vietnamese bases as expeditiously as possible ', 

b. As installations are prepared for turnover or close-out, 

plans must provide for the retention of a viable U.S. defense capa

bility up until the moment of turnover or closure. 

c . Contingency plans and forces which would permit rapid re

entry of U.S. ground forces should be maintained in an appropriate 

state of readiness. 

(~G~ ;) The director of security police did not consider 

it beyond the rea lm of possibility that the Air Force could find itself 

in the position of drawing down a base in SVN while simu ltaneously 
106 

increasing the security police strength. He said: 

l . 
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This apparently contradictory situation could arise 

I 
, I due to the fact that security police base defense 


operations are based upon the assumption that ground 

combat units will be available to provide a defen 

sive screen beyond the perimeter of the base . 

(I Phu Cat "as offered as an examp le. In Septemb'er 1971.~b.lI ). I 
it was considered the most secure base in SVIL Th'is was due in great 

' 1 part to the aggressiveness of the ROK forces whose offensive operations 

i  had -kept the VC/r;VA off-balance and prevented them from staging in pre 


paration for atta.ck. Withdrawal ' of the ROK forces, he felt, would alter 

I the situation, since the Vietname~e were neither willing nor able "to 

prav; de an adequa te screen; n9 force. Th i s cor.lbi na t i on of C1 rcullls tances 

["I could conceivably result in the situation where a base draw- down anrl 
107 

sil,lultaneous increase in security police strength could occur. 

, ((.~ '. (~ As the incremental withdrawals continued, it seemed•\ 
unlikely that Hanoi would be ab l e to resist the temptation to inflict1 
a major defeat on the U.S. if it should become obvious that retaliation 

,J would not result. While a major military disaster was not envisioned, 

the political and psychological effect of the loss of a major AmericanI lOB 
base could be most damaging to the image of the U.S. 

USAF EFFECTIVEIlESS DURltlG TIlE REDEPLOYI1EtITS. 
(u) There are no precedents against which to compare the overall 

effectiveness of the USAF effort in SEA . Jhat conflict was unique in 

tha t the buil dup to the 1968- 1969 force 1 eve 1 "as accompani ed by mu It i pIe 

f 

I 
cons tra i nts all the use of a i rpower I tendi ng to make any cJ i scuss ; on of 

what the Air Force "Iilight have done!! strictly academic. It is easier 

D. 
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to judge the effectiveness of the USAF during the first two years of 

the U. S. force redeployments, after the U. S. had despaired of military1 
victory and was committed to the course of withdrawal ~nd Vietnamization . 

The goal became one of conducting an orderly withdrawal while providing 

the South Vietnamese with the time and resources to become able to cope 

with the VC/NVA on their own. 

(U) The USAF mission was to support CO~IUS"'ACV in the prosecution 

of the war. The U. S. decision to redep l oy its forces did not change 

this mission, nor did it affect the l evel of enemy activity against which 

the USAF was targeted . What it did affect was the amount of resources 

available to the USAF to perform its mission. 

~GIIt) In l ate 1969, as part of SEeDEF Project 70~, the USAF 

attack/strike sorties were limited by the JCS to 14,000 per month. The 

• 	 distribution of preplanned tactical ~ir sorties was set at 45 percent for . 

SVN and 55 percent for out-country . When the Cambodian ,campaign began in 

I 
.1 May, as high as 25 percent of the total preplanned USAF sorties were used 

in support of it. although the 14.000 per month sortie limitation remained 

in effect. 	 In July 1970 the number of attack sorties was further l imited 

! 
 tal 10,000 per month and while the distrib~tlon continued to fluctuate , .~_ . _ _ 


the end of that year 73 percent were being flown out-country . The limita-

tion of 10.000 attack sorties per month rema1ned fi xed thr.ough June 1971 

with out-country sorties flown during some months exceeding 80 percent 
1'09 


of the tota1 • 
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, 
(u) This shift in emphasis to increased interdiction was not a 

result of changing priorities. The Air Force's primary responsibility 

remained the support of U.S. ground forces in combat. However, dur-

ing this period the focus continued to shift so that by 1971 most of 

the ground fightin9 was being done by the ARVN with almost all of the I close air support provided by the VNAF, thus enabling the USAF to 

I devote more of its diminishing resources to the interdiction campaigns 
110 

in Laos and Cambodia. 

1 

I (U) One measure of efficiency of USAF interdiction may be gauged 

by comparing the number of enemy trucks destroyed and damaged during 

three periods. Between November 1968 and July 1969, some 8,200 trucks 

were reported either destroyed or damaged . One year later (during the 

same months), the number of 12,809. A threefold increase ·was reported 

between November 1970 and July 1971 when 24,937 enemy trucks (destroyed 

and damaged) were credited to the USAF. The increased truck interdic

I  
J tion was due to several factors: the introduction of the AC - 130 gunship;  

the system of remote sensors in operation; and the use of imp~oved . 

111 

ordnance, tactiCS, and airborne sensors. 

Decreased flexibility was a natural .consequence of the 

redeployments, and the correlation· between flexibility and effectiveness 

1 became a subject for debate. An October 1970 memorandum from ·000 stated 

that the projected phasedown in sorties and decreased flexibility should, I 
not result in any significant reduction in effectiveness. In reply, 

j Secretary of the Air Force Robert C. Seamans, Jr., said that , "I am 
. 

) L~t
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) 
certain you can appreciate that the Air force challenges this judgment. 

I believe it would be very unwise for us to withdraw U.S. forces without ) 
-acknowledging it will have some adverse impact on overall SEAsia combat 

' 112 
capability,lI 

~ Despite the conditions e,isting in SEA during the redeploy

I ments, airpower nonetheless provided the 'flexibility required by COMUSMACV 

II to attain his immediate goals --Vietnamization and the protection of the 

remaining Americans . Air "Force programmers were beset by problems of 

I inadequate guidance and last-minute changes while budget restrictions grew 

more severe. Through this trying period, the USAF maintained a force ,"r'l that effectively supported COMUSMACV who, in speaking of close air support, 
113 

9 
 said: '". 


j 

• 
. While air is powerful, it is also flexible ••. 

Where the enemy puts the heat on, whether it's "the 
Plain of Jars or Duc lap, it's only a matter of hours 
until tremendous shifts of power, can be made. We . 
realize it's not all that effortless on the part ofJ 	 the Air Force . .• But the whole system is geared to 
do precisely that, with no long warning to the enemy.
It's done right away . 

' 

Basically, what we are doing is trying to run up 
enemy casualties with our firepower, and the 
biggest weight of firepower comes from TACAIR. And 
we want to keep our losses down, again by TACAIR . 
This also i.ncludes the 8-52s which have been 
tremendous. 

(U) The above interview with General Abrams tqok. pla.ce in March 

1970. Over a year later General Clay, CINCPACAF, made a speech in Hon.olulu 

i'n which he said that the oper~tions. in Cambodia and laos had "bought 
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) 

time . a mos"t precious conmodity that we were trying to obtain." In., 
summing up the effectiveness of the interdiction campai gns, General 

114 

l 

Clay made the following points: 

1 --Cambodia had survived despite dire predictions to the contrary. 

--There was sti ll a sense of stability in Laos and a viabl e 

government. 

Ii --The South Vietnam military was better ab le to blunt Communist 

moves. 

I (u) President Nixon ' s strategy was working as FY 1971 ended . The 

Vietnamese were assuming an i ncreasing share in the fighting of the war. 

Of great importance to the President's program, American casualties 

decreased and the enemy had met with no significant success during the 
) redeployments that had taken place. The future remained uncertai n at 

the time .. but the preceeding two years of force withdrawal could be 

considered as successful ones for the USAF in SEA . 
. 1 

I 
! 
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II J. LESSONS LEMNEO NlD RECor1MENUATlOrlS 

(U) The Air Force; as was the case with the U.S. military in general,I 

1 

was faced with a unique situation while withdrawing its forces from SEA . 

I .Political and budgetary dictates, rather than military successes. were 

responsible for the unilateral withdrawal of American forces . The Air 

Force successfully coped with the fluid conditions that ensued; however, 

I problem areas emerged in which the USAF learned new lessons . Those 

lessons are presented with recommendations for correcting associated 

I deficiel)cies. 

A. ~(_)(ut L.ESSON LEARNED
-1 

__ Coordination between 7AF and the sub-unified cOionand 

1 . (MACV) was hampered by security cl assifi cat1 ons of p 1 ann1 ng i nforma 

tion and essential rationale . Sevent~ Air Force planners could not, . 


I on occasion, openly communicate with their MACV counterparts due to  

USAF reluctance to re lease planning rationale into joint channels.  
J likewise, "Close Hold" and "LIMDIS" caveats, although ordinarily 

I  imposed ·at the CINCPAC or JCS level, were frequently used by the 


I-tACY staff as a means of limiting 7AF participation in matters 

di rectly i nvo1 vi ng Ai r -Force mi ss i.ons and forces. 

Rationale 

. (7 J) To reduce expendHures and make room for the expand-

ing VNAF, the Air Staff attempted to accelerate the redeployment of 

some USAF fighter units. Most USAF correspondence on the matter had 

been "Air Force Eyes Only" which placed 7AF at a disadvantage when 

UN~S.i. iJ) 
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it presented the proposal to MACV without in-depth rationale. Although 

assured that USAF could meet its sortie requirements without the units, 

MACV dismissed the proposal, insisting that the Increment Seven troop 

list remain finm. Similarly, MACV used restrictive security classifi -

cations as a means of limiting 7AF participation in the planning for 
j the incrementa 1 withdrawals. (pp . 34-35) 

I Reconunendation 
> 

I 
~2$ I) To the extent possible, pertinent details of USAF/Joint 

planning shoul~ ' be exchanged at the earliest time to facilitate effec-

tive coordination between" .the Air Force and the sub-unified ccmnand . 

A 
B • . !It (_ HU) LESSOI~ LEARNED 

'/ ~(~ During USAF withdrawals from SEA, pertinent information 
) 

I 

regarding fOfce planning and programming was available to such a 

I select few that the result was often a hurried, last-minute implementa-

tion of programs . 

Rationale 

I _~) Air Force planning was handicapped because of the stringent 

security requirements in effect during the withdrawals. A dichotomy 

existed in Air Force planning and progr~ing in that small segments 

I of the planning staffs were engaged in redeployment planning, while 

most were trying to comply with documents that called for increased 

I forces. (pp. 24-25) 

I  
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RecOIMlenda ti on 

&II t ) In the course of USAF planning for the withdrawal of 

forces from a combat areal every attempt should be made to spread essen-

tial information over the widest practical base in order to reduce 

confusion and insure an orderly implementation of programs. 

I 
c. ~~)(U) LESSON LEARNED 

I .....G~ Lack of firm guidance, combined with last-minute changes 

to previous decisions, militated against the effective programming of 

I 	 USAF force withdrawals from SEA. 

'\  Rationale  

~(~ Timely and efficient actions on the disposition of USAF 

1 personnel and materiel were complicated due to the difficulty in secur-
\ 

J 

ing firm decisions regarding impending force structures. Comparatively

I 10n,9 lead time~ are required to insure proper disposition, of personnel 

and materiel. The fact that these lead times were seldom available 

•  
impacted heavily on personnel and logistics planning. (pp. 48-51, 57-59) 


Recorrvnenda ti on 

tIii(tIIIj 	 To achieve effective programming, decision-makers at 

I 	 all levels must insure that ffrm guidance is made available to sub -

ordinate levels at the earliest possible time.I 
D.•)(_)(U) LESSOIl LEARNED

I 	 ~~ In progranming its withdrawal from Thailand, the Air 

Force could not plan on directed force levels being sufficient to 
\ 

allow accomplishme~t of stated ope~ational requirements. 

) 	 UNCl.AS;); ... .:.J 
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Rationale 

-<III• Directed reductions in USAF strength levels were not always I 
·accompanied by realistic reductions in operatio~al tasks. In Thailand, 

the Air Force cou1d not have complied with the FY 1972 operational tasking 

had ,not the directed force structure been augmented through manpower space
----.- .-._--- --_ . 

.l! adjustments with the Army. The fact that the adjustments were not directed 

until late in the FY, resulted in an uncertainty that impacted heavilyI 
I 

on USAF force planning for FY 1972 . Also, Headquarters USAF was con -

cerned that the transfer of Army spaces in order to perform required 

~perations would make the Air Force suscep!,i.ble to reciprocal actions in  

1 subsequent redeployments. This, while it had not actually occurred,  

would serve to further complicate Air Force force planning. (pp . 21 -23,  

,48-51) 

Recorrmendation  

..,(GIIIt To stabilize· future force planning, emphasis should be  

I placed on insuring that operat1onal requirements under conditions of  

withdrawal are compatible with the forces that will be av.ailable. I .6 : : E. (U) LESSON LEARNED 

1If(.....) When the President announced the beginning of U.S . force 

withdrawals from SEA, military planners found themselves unprepared 

because a unilateral U.S-. withdrawal had not been included in previous 

planning guidance. 

U.NCLAS;" ,w 
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Rationale 

~~ Plans written prior to the beginning of the U.S . rede-

ployments assumed conditions such as an agreed cease fire or a nego-

tiated withdrawal. This stemmed from the fact that U.S. military leaders 

could not foresee U.S. withdrawals from .SEA without significant enemy 

concessions and therefore did not direct planners to pre~~~~_ .~or that 

contingency. The major plans that had been developed for the redeployI 
I 

ment of U.S . forces were r~ndered invalid by the President's program 

and were discarded after the unilateral redeployments began. (pp . 9~lO) 

24-25 ) 

~ Recollr.1endation 

~i I) Withdrawal planning must examine all methods of dis
1 

\ engagement, including the contingency of unilateral withdrawal. 

I F. _4 ; (U) LESSON LEARNED 

.J .(~ . In SVN, the U.S. redeployments caused a dedine in aggressive 

screening operations beyond the perimeters of air bases . As a result, Air 

I Force i nsta 11 ati ons became ,more vul nerable to attack whi ch placed greater 

demands on the USAF security forces for perimeter defense. 

I 
,I Rationale 

~(JJ ij Security police base defense operations were predicated 

upon the assumption that ground combat units would be available to pro-

vide an effective defensive screen beyond the perimeter of a base. 

Phu Cat was considered the most secure base in SVU,due in great par~ 

. UNClAS.i.~') 
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to the d~,JlJI'l!SS i VI! offells i Ve upercl ti OilS condue let.! uy the IWK ,fones in 

o " 0 thl:! area. As reductions ill U. S. combat strength continued, the responsi
1 
I 

"bilHy for providing defensive screens for other air loiases was falling 

increasingly to the Vietnamese I·,ho had not yet proven that they w~re ' 

either willing or able _to perform the mission . With cont inued redeploy

ments, the Air Force would l ikely f ind itself drawing da,wlI bases in 

SVfj while simultaneously increasing its security police strength . How

ever. even \'/ith these increases , vu lnerability to rocket and mortar 

attacks wou ld remain a serious problem. {pp. 61-63} 

RecOOinenda ti on 

..~ As Air Force installations are prepared for turnover 

or closure, the need for an effective ground defense capllbi 1 i ty ·unti 1 

\ the moment of base transfer or close-out must be consiuered. 

Go .)~)(U) LESSUti LEARNED 

o ~ (tII'l As combat activities in SEA declined, inactivity and 

"peace time" programs resulted in morale and disciplinary problems that 

concerned commanders at al l levels. 

Rationale 

. ~ : ; ~ Severa l \'l i ng commanders observed a mounting ap.athy in 

their units as the l evel of combat activity decreased. Th i s attitude 

was attributed to a shift in emphas i s from conducting an all -out effort 

to merely maintaining an effective presence. Programs which had not 

existed earlier in the war such as .operational readiness inspections 

~1~CL"S...io. ;.:...J 
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by higher headquarters were established. Additional ly. flight checks 

and annual physical examinations became requirements. The whole effect 

was one of a peace- time operation wherein the sense of urgency was lost. 

The growi ng discontent within Air Force units fostered an atmosphere that 

generated problems i nd.i~".ipl:~e_a~~ .morale. (pp. 59-60)_ _ __ 

RecolJlTlendat i on 

I • [ In a combat theater, every effort shou l d b,e made to 

maintain an attitude that 1s combat ori ented at all times . Programs 

I and act i vities that detract from such an attitude should be avoided 

to insure that personne l are continual ly motivated toward mission 

l accompl ishment and that their full combat potentia l 1s realized . 
. . _._ ... .. --" 

. J 

I 
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